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Mr. Caveman

Author: Jordi Sierra i Fabra • Illustrator: Xavier Bartumeus • Size: 29 x 21 cm • 32 pages • Paperback

The everyday life of a very modern and
funky Caveman. He lives in Hardstone
village and has a wonderful cave.
He is a very courageous and happy guy.

1. EL SEÑOR TROGLODITA
VA DE CAZA
ISBN: 978-84-683-1604-8
2. EL SEÑOR TROGLODITA
BUSCA NOVIA
ISBN: 978-84-683-1605-5
3. EL SEÑOR TROGLODITA
INVENTA EL FÚTBOL
ISBN: 978-84-683-1606-2
4. EL SEÑOR TROGLODITA
SALE DE EXCURSIÓN
ISBN: 978-84-683-1607-9
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+3 years

Verne for children

Author & illustrator: Pablo Zamboni • Size: 19 x 19 cm • 24 pages • Paperback

The first and ONLY series ever published about Jules Verne’s adventures adapted for
children. For children +3 years old as a shared reading & children +6 as first reading.
20,000 LEGUAS DE VIAJE SUBmARINO
ISBN: 978-84-683-0233-1

Bilingual books
(Spanish-English)
in capital letters

VIAJE AL CENTRO DE LA TIERRA
ISBN: 978-84-683-0234-8
DE LA TIERRA A LA LUNA
ISBN: 978-84-683-0235-5

Available in

eBook

Available in

eBook

Rights sold to: TURKEY

Who is...?

Available in

eBook

Author: Rosa Navarro Durán • Illustrator: Mercè Arànega • Size: 16,8 x 18 cm • 144 pages • Hardcover

QUIéN ES DON QUIJOTE DE LA mANCHA
ISBN: 978-84-683-1547-8
QUIéN ES LAZARILLO DE TORmES
ISBN: 978-84-683-2811-9

After the huge success of Classic told to
children, Dra. Rosa Navarro dares to offer a
version of the funniest best classic to read
out loud to the youngest ones of the family.

CHECk THE BOOk TRAILER

More than
20,000 copies
sold.
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Rights sold to: TURKEY

The Superheroes

Author: Isaura Lee • Illustrator: Christian Inaraja • Size: 19 x 19 cm • 24 pages • Paperback • Laminated pages
1. LOS SUPERHéROES TAmBIéN
SE SIENTEN SOLOS
ISBN: 978-84-683-1571-3
2. LOS SUPERHéROES
NO LLEVAN CHUPETE
ISBN: 978-84-683-1572-0
3. LOS SUPERHéROES
NO SE HACEN LA CAmA
ISBN: 978-84-683-1573-7

THE SUPERHEROES is a series of books that
deals with the traditional fear topics of first
childhood but with a funny tricky twist: our
main character feels like a superhero and, as a
superhero, things are easier to face and carry on,
don’t you think so?

4. LOS SUPERHéROES DUERmEN
CON SUS mONSTRUOS
ISBN: 978-84-683-1613-0

Rights sold to: CHINA & GREECE
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+3 years

Tales in 5’, 10’ & 15’

Author & illustrator: Stefanie Pfeil, Maria Espluga and Gabriela Rubio • Size: 14 × 18 cm • 40 pages • Paperback

Bedtime!! With these fresh short stories, you have no excuse not to read them or
not to share the pleasure of reading with the young ones. Moreover, with these
small-sized & short stories, they will quickly begin reading on their own!

EL PEQUEÑO ZORRO
Author & illustrator:
MARIA ESPLUGA

ISBN: 978-84-683-1990-2

¿QUIéN LO SABE TODO
DE LA FAmILIA DE ARTURO?
Author & illustrator:
STEFANIE PFEIL
ISBN: 978-84-683-1992-6

¡PORQUE LO DIGO YO!
Author & illustrator:
GABRIELA RUBIO
ISBN: 978-84-683-1622-2

EL mONSTRUO DE DEBAJO
DE LA CAmA DE GRETA
Author & illustrator:
STEFANIE PFEIL
ISBN: 978-84-683-1986-5
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JUAN VA AL mERCADO
Author & illustrator:
MARIA ESPLUGA
ISBN: 978-84-683-1991-9

EL PERRO DE SAmUEL
Author & illustrator:
GABRIELA RUBIO
ISBN: 978-84-683-1984-1

Dictionaries

Illustrator: Montse Español • Size: 17,5 x 22 cm • 18 pages • Padded cover

Enrich a child’s vocabulary by introducing them to new thematic & attractive worlds!
Two text lines for capital and handwriting typo or for bilingual needs.

mI PRImER DICCIONARIO VISUAL
DE LOS ANImALES
ISBN: 978-84-683-1634-5

mI PRImER DICCIONARIO VISUAL
DE LOS DINOSAURIOS
ISBN: 978-84-683-2122-6

mI PRImER DICCIONARIO VISUAL
DE LOS TRANSPORTES
ISBN: 978-84-683-1545-4
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+3 years

Maya Papaya

Author: Ángeles González-Sinde • Illustrator: Laura Klamburg • Size: 15 x 19 cm • 32 pages • Hardcover

Maya Papaya’s daily life is full of questions: What is the future? What happens
if you don’t tidy the room? Is it better to be young or old?

The world seen through the
innocent and curious eyes of
a sensitive little girl called
maya Papaya.

Rights sold to: CHINA
1. mAYA PAPAYA Y LA HOJA AmARILLA
ISBN: 978-84-683-1221-7
2. mAYA PAPAYA SE DISFRAZA
ISBN: 978-84-683-1223-1
3. mAYA PAPAYA ES LA ÚLTImA VEZ QUE TE LO DIGO
ISBN: 978-84-683-1224-8
4. mAYA PAPAYA QUIERE CAmBIAR DE mADRE
ISBN: 978-84-683-2081-6
5. mAYA PAPAYA mIRA DEBAJO DE LA CAmA
ISBN: 978-84-683-1639-0
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6. mAYA PAPAYA ESTá DE mUDANZA
ISBN: 978-84-683-1640-6

Clever stories
for lively children
and smart parents.

CHECk THE BOOk TRAILER

More than an ABC

Author: Ramon Besora • Illustrator: Mabel Piérola • Size: 21,7 x 25 cm • 120 pages • Hardcover • ISBN: 978-84-683-2801-0

A different ABC: includes guessing and reasoning, rhymes or poems for aural rhymes
learning style, games for interactive reading
reading… Games to make learning easier.

Picture Album

Author: Ramon Besora • Illustrator: Zuzanna Celej • Size: 24,7 x 24,7 cm • 32 pages • Hardcover • ISBN: 978-84-683-3382-3

Dazzling illustrations and a rhyming musical story to enjoy the pleasure
of reading out loud.
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+3 years

The Farm

Author: Roberto Aliaga • Illustrator: Gallego Bros • Size: 24 x 24 cm • 40 pages • Hardcover

The animals who live in this farm are funny, cool and amusing, but they
experience the same human behavior problems we meet, such as rule breakers,
bad temper, love or night fears.

1. LA HORA DE LA ESCUELA
ISBN: 978-84-683-3153-9
2. EL mISTERIO DEL GIRASOL
ISBN: 978-84-683-3154-6

3. LA CARTA DE AmOR
ISBN: 978-84-683-3155-3

4. ¡QUé mIEDO!
ISBN: 978-84-683-3156-0
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Alien & Caveman

Author: Dirk Hampel • Illustrator: Juan Carlos García del Blanco • Size: 27 x 21,5 cm • 36 pages • Paperback

The future meets the past when an Alien spacecraft runs out of energy and lands in
the Stone Age. There, Alien meets Caveman, a person totally different from him.

1. ALIEN & CAVERNÍCOLA:
EL BRONTOCERDO
ISBN: 978-84-683-3162-1

2. ALIEN & CAVERNÍCOLA:
EL PATINETE
ISBN: 978-84-683-3182-9

CHECk THE BOOk TRAILER

3. ALIEN & CAVERNÍCOLA:
LA TORTILLA
ISBN: 978-84-683-3181-2

All the imAges of the book in 3D+
Enriched with augmEntEd rEality,
accessible through a free app.
To live adventures in a different way!
21st century reading experience a
humorous approach to Prehistory!

Download the App and look for
the animated pictures.
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+3 years

My favorite tales of Blue Train
Size: 20 x 21 cm • 32 pages • Hardcover

Renowned writers and illustrators hold together this series
focussed on creating future great readers. Stories to be read
aloud and to discover thousands of small details in its beautiful
pictures. Ask for the specific Blue Train catalogue!

uT
uT, eL MaMuT
Author: Anna Obiols
Illustrator: Subi
ISBN: 978-84-683-3164-5



aLG
aLGuNos
de MIs
Mejores aMIGos
a
Author & illustrator:
Antonio Zurera
ISBN: 978-84-683-3117-1



eL PIraTa
PI
sIN BarCo
Author & illustrator:
Hugo Román Ballesteros
ISBN: 978-84-683-3118-8



uNa raBIeTa BesTIaL
Author & illustrator:
Gabriela Rubio
ISBN: 978-84-683-0572-1

rights sold to: CHINa & GerMaNY
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 Health education
 Education for peace
 Road-safety education

 Ethic & civil education
 Sexual education
 Traditions and cultures

 Environmental education
 Solidarity, tolerance
 Friendship, love

La exTraña orquesTa
Author: Pablo Albo
Illustrator: Esther Burgueño
ISBN: 978-84-683-0921-7

rights sold to: CHINa

 Consumer education
 Family, elders respect
 Gender equality education

ADIVINANZAS DE
NUESTRA TIERRA
Author & illustrator: Violeta
Monreal
ISBN: 978-84-236-9492-1

Rights sold to: CHINA & VENEZUELA

AQUELLO QUE TANTO
QUERÍA SUSANA
Author: Elisa Ramón
Illustrator: José María Lavarello
ISBN: 978-84-236-9491-4

Rights sold to: CHINA & kOREA

¡CHICHONAZO!
Author & illustrator: Davi
ISBN: 978-84-326-8402-1

Rights sold to: CHINA

CHIQUILLERÍA
Author & illustrator: Lluís Farré
ISBN: 978-84-683-1169-2


¿CUáNDO VIENE PAPá?
Author: Gabriela Keselman
Illustrator: Gusti
ISBN: 978-84-236-9308-5

Rights sold to: CHINA, kOREA,
mEXICO & ARGENTINA

CUCA Y EL ABRIGO mARRÓN
Author: Fina Casalderrey
Illustrator: Patricia Castelao
ISBN: 978-84-683-1171-5


CUENTOS PARA NIÑOS
DE JOSé AGUSTÍN GOYTISOLO
Author: José Agustín Goytisolo
Illustrator: Juan Ballesta
ISBN: 978-84-236-6787-1

Rights sold to: CHINA, kOREA,
VENEZUELA & USA (Spanish)

DESCUBRE UN SECRETO
Author & illustrator: Mercè Arànega
ISBN: 978-84-236-9199-9

Rights sold to: CHINA, BRAZIL,
ARGENTINA & VENEZUELA

Available in

eBook

EL CANGREJO mATÍAS
Author: Álvaro Colomer
Illustrator: Gusti
ISBN: 978-84-683-0810-4

Rights sold to: CHINA, TAIWAN,
méXICO, UNITED ARAB EmIRATES
& USA (Spanish)

EL CERDITO AZUL
Author & illustrator: Nora Hilb
ISBN: 978-84-236-8401-4

Rights sold to: CHINA, FRANCE,
VENEZUELA, ITALY & mEXICO

EL DIPLODOCUS CHIQUITÍN
Author: Josep-Francesc Delgado
Illustrator: Sofía Balzola
ISBN: 978-84-683-0267-6

Rights sold to: CHINA & UNITED
ARAB EmIRATES

EL DOmADOR mIEDOSO
Author: Núria Homs
Illustrator: Mercè Canals
ISBN: 978-84-236-9583-6

Rights sold to: CHINA, mEXICO,
UNITED ARAB EmIRATES
& ECUADOR

EL GIGANTE PINTANUBES
Author: Rafael Estrada
Illustrator: R. Estrada & J. Requena
ISBN: 978-84-236-9259-0

Rights sold to: CHINA &
VENEZUELA

EL NOVIO DE LA BRUJA
Author: Roberto Aliaga
Illustrator: Carles Arbat
ISBN: 978-84-683-0392-5

Rights sold to: CHINA, ITALY
& FRANCE

EL SEÑOR GUERRA
Y LA SEÑORA PAZ
Author: Joan de Déu Prats
Illustrator: Luis Filella
ISBN: 978-84-236-7002-4

Rights sold to: CHINA, VENEZUELA,
kOREA, mEXICO & ITALY

EL VIEJO TIBURÓN PIERDE
LOS DIENTES
Author: Xavier López
Illustrator: Manuel Uhía
ISBN: 978-84-236-9262-0

Rights sold to: CHINA, VENEZUELA
& UNITED ARAB EmIRATES
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EmmA NO SE
QUIERE BAÑAR
Author: Esther Larrio
Illustrator: Francesc Rovira
ISBN: 978-84-236-6776-5

Rights sold to: CHINA & BRAZIL

EL HOmBRE BALA QUE NO
mEDÍA máS DE UN PALmO
Author: Núria Homs
Illustrator: Mercè Canals
ISBN: 978-84-236-9847-9

Rights sold to: CHINA, UNITED
ARAB EmIRATES & USA (Spanish)

LA BOTELLA DEL SEÑOR
AUGUSTO
Author: Pello Añorga
Illustrator: Jokin Mitxelena
ISBN: 978-84-683-0904-0

Rights sold to: CHINA
& UNITED ARAB EmIRATES

LA LOmBRIZ QUE NUNCA
HABÍA VISTO EL SOL
Author: Elisa Ramón
Illustrator: Francesc Rovira
ISBN: 978-84-236-7891-4

Rights sold to: CHINA, ITALY, kOREA,
VENEZUELA & UNITED ARAB EmIRATES

LA máGICA HISTORIA
DEL RATONCITO PéREZ
Author: Fidel del Castillo
Illustrator: Mabel Piérola
ISBN: 978-84-236-7890-7

Rights sold to: CHINA & VENEZUELA

LA FAmILIA DEL RATÓN PéREZ
Author: Carme Riera
Illustrator: Lucía Serrano
ISBN: 978-84-683-1176-0

Rights sold to: CHINA & mEXICO

LA PRINCESA PERDIDA
Author: Federico Villalobos
Illustrator: Maria Espluga
ISBN: 978-84-683-0393-2

Rights sold to: CHINA

FUEGO
Author: Fina Casalderrey
Illustrator: Manuel Uhía
ISBN: 978-84-236-9589-8


LA W
Author: Mercedes Olivet
Illustrator: Raquel Díaz
ISBN: 978-84-683-1167-8

Rights sold to: CHINA

LUCIéRNAGAS EN EL PARAÍSO
Author: Mariasun Landa
Illustrator: Tesa González
ISBN: 978-84-683-0411-3

Rights sold to: CHINA

mANUAL DE INSTRUCCIONES
Author: Jordi Sierra i Fabra
Illustrator: Francesc Rovira
ISBN: 978-84-683-0808-1

Rights sold to: CHINA

NICOLáS
Author: Txabi Arnal Gil
Illustrator: Patxi Gallego
ISBN: 978-84-683-0394-9

Rights sold to: CHINA

Available in

eBook
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SOFÍA Y EL PARAGUAS máGICO
Author & illustrator:
Hugo Román Ballesteros
ISBN: 978-84-683-0780-0
ISBN: 978-84-683-0414-4
Handwriting

Rights sold to: CHINA

¡SOY UN PERRO!
Author: Xabier López López
Illustrator: Manuel Uhía
ISBN: 978-84-683-0801-2

Rights sold to: CHINA

UN CAmALEÓN EN LA ESCUELA
DE LOS GATOS
Author: Roberto Aliaga
Illustrator: Roger Olmos
ISBN: 978-84-683-0012-2

Rights sold to: CHINA, mEXICO, ITALY,
FRANCE & UNITED ARAB EmIRATES

UN LEÓN EN EL PARO
Author: Núria Homs
Illustrator: Mercè Canals
ISBN: 978-84-683-0815-9

Rights sold to: UNITED ARAB
EmIRATES

¿UN HERmANITO?
Author: Margarita Mainé
Illustrator: Mabel Piérola
ISBN: 978-84-236-9619-2

Rights sold to: CHINA, mEXICO
& ARGENTINA

UNA mEDICINA PARA
NO LLORAR
Author: David Paloma
Illustrator: Mercè Arànega
ISBN: 978-84-236-6777-2

Rights sold to: CHINA, kOREA,
VENEZUELA, ITALY & ECUADOR

UNA mONTAÑA PARA PANCHO
Author: Margarita Mainé
Illustrator: Nora Hilb
ISBN: 978-84-236-9586-7

Rights sold to: CHINA, ITALY, mEXICO,
ARGENTINA, VENEZUELA, kOREA,
FRANCE & UNITED ARAB EmIRATES

A 7.500 kILÓmETROS
DE DISTANCIA
Author: Núria Homs
Illustrator: Gustavo Roldán
ISBN: 978-84-683-2455-5


UNO
Author: Marisa López Soria
Illustrator: Alejandro Galindo
ISBN: 978-84-683-2776-1


EL HOmBRE QUE PISÓ UNA CACA
Author: Álvaro Colomer
Illustrator: Antonio Zurera
ISBN: 978-84-683-2457-9


LAS GAFAS DEL ABUELO
Author: Roberto Aliaga
Illustrator: Miguel Cerro
ISBN: 978-84-683-2540-8


LOS DEDOS DE LA mANO
Author: Jordi Sierra i Fabra
Illustrator: Julio Antonio Blasco
ISBN: 978-84-683-1569-0

Rights sold to: CHINA

mEmé
Author & Illustrator:
Nora Hilb
ISBN: 978-84-683-1542-3

Rights sold to: CHINA

mASCOTA LOBO
Author: Roberto Aliaga
Illustrator: Emilio Urberuaga
ISBN: 978-84-683-1543-0

Rights sold to: CHINA

 Health education
 Education for peace
 Road-safety education

 Ethic & civil education
 Sexual education
 Traditions and cultures

 Environmental education
 Solidarity, tolerance
 Friendship, love

 Consumer education
 Family, elders respect
 Gender equality education
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+6 YEARS
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Luis y el Señor Kandinsky

Illustrator: Òscar Julve • Size: 24 x 24 cm • 40 pages • Hardcover • ISBN: 978-84-683-2399-2

PAU gASOl

MARC gASOl

JOAN ROCA

JOSEP ROCA

JORdi ROCA

The Gasol brothers are two famous international basketball players’ winners of several
NBA, European and Olympic awards.
The Roca brothers own the worldwide-known restaurant El celler de Can Roca which has
twice been awarded the best restaurant of the world.
They all come together to reveal, throughout an illustrated tale, how important a healthy
life, through sport and a proper diet, is.

10% of the incomes go to the Gasol Foundation programmes.
A story which enhances other values such as team working, creativity,
generosity, respect, effort…

At the end of the book
you’ll find advices
for a healthy life
and cooking recipes!

Available in

eBook

Rights sold to: USA (Spanish)
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+6 years

SuperBerta and her cousins

Author: Marisa López Soria • illustrator: lucía Serrano • Size: 20 x 21 cm • 32 pages • Hardcover

This series sets feelings on first line of the story and through it tries to
show children a way to handle them. JOY, SADNESS, FEAR, LOVE, SURPRISE,
EMBARRASSMENT, ANGER. Because it is easy to learn when matters have an
emotional and personal meaning. The challenge is to reach the children’s hearts
in order to talk about and share feelings and emotions.

Available in

eBook

1. SUPERBERTA Y LOS PRIMOS
ISBN: 978-84-683-1588-1

Available in

eBook

3. DEL LADO DEL CORAZÓN
ISBN: 978-84-683-1590-4

Available in

eBook

2. DíA DE LLUVIA
ISBN: 978-84-683-1589-8

Available in

eBook

4. ME PIDO LA LUNA
ISBN: 978-84-683-1591-1

One of the cousins
speaks a foreign
language but it
is always being
translated by
another cousin.
Rights sold to: gREECE
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Arts & Crafts

Author & illustrator: Violeta Monreal • Size: 22,6 x 26,8 cm • 96 pages • Paperback • ISBN: 978-84-683-3496-7

Violeta Monreal suggests more than 50 activities by tearing and drawing pieces of
different kinds of paper: newspaper, magazines, coloured papers, wrapping papers, etc…

Learn how to draw simply by tearing paper!

ChECk ThE BOOk TRAILER

19

+6 years

Customs & Traditions (Colouring Books)
Author & illustrator: Stefanie Pfeil • Size: 20 x 21 cm • 32 pages • Paperback

Once upon the time there was a … traditions, customs collected as tales. A series of
short tales that surf over traditional events or festivals through modern tales
with twists in the plot and surprising endings.

SANT JORDI, LA PRINCESA I EL DRAC PUDENT
ISBN: 978-84-683-3161-4
LA CASTANYERA VIATGERA
ISBN: 978-84-683-3401-1

20

EL TIÓ DE L’ELVIRA
iSBN: 978-84-683-3497-4

ook:
Interactive b
ages that
Paint those im to colour!!!
r forgot
the illustrato

The cases of INSPECTOR CITO & WEE CHOU FEAR
Author: Antonio G. Iturbe • Illustrator: Alex Omist • Size: 15 x 19 cm • 40 pages • Hardcover

Intrigue and sense of humour
for young detective
applicants!!!

Available in

eBook

Rights sold to 13 countries
and translated into
7 different alphabets
BRAZIL, KOREA, MEXICO, TURKEY,
THAILAND, PORTUGAL, ARGENTINA,
CHINA, GREECE, FRANCE , ARABIC,
PERSIAN and POLAND.

Available in

eBook

Available in

eBook

1. UN AYUDANTE DE MUChA AYUDA
iSBN: 978-84-236-8679-7

6. MISTERIO EN EL MUNDIAL DE FÚTBOL
ISBN: 978-84-236-9620-8

2. LA MOMIA DESAPARECIDA
ISBN: 978-84-236-8680-3

7. AÑO NUEVO EN ChINA
iSBN: 978-84-236-9998-8

3. EL VISITANTE NOCTURNO
SBN: 978-84-236-8992-7

8. INTRIGA EN LA FáBRICA DE PARAGUAS
ISBN: 978-84-683-0399-4

4. UN DíA EN LAS CARRERAS
iSBN: 978-84-236-9333-7

9. UN MISTERIO MUY MAGNéTICO
ISBN: 978-84-683-0843-2

5. UNA INVESTIGACIÓN POR LOS PELOS
ISBN: 978-84-236-6353-8

10. ESPECIAL MISTERIO ¡PáSALO DE MIEDO!
176 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0845-6

se
There is no ca !!
olve
they cannot s

Available in

eBook

Available in

eBook

# 10
EXTRA
Available in

eBook

www.inspectorcito.com
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+6 years

Blue Tucan
Size: 13 x 19,5 cm • Paperback

Stories by contemporary authors.
Elementary level.

EASY READERS (Up to 64 pages)
EL ENANO MáS ALTO CUENTA
LA hISTORIA DE BLANCANIEVES
Author: Marilar Aleixandre
Illustrator: Tesa González
64 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1621-5


EL REY qUE NO PODíA DEJAR DE ESTORNUDAR
Author: Roberto Malo y Fco. Javier Mateos
illustrator: Blanca Bk
64 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1280-4


The Snow-white classic tale read from another
point of view. Sense of humour and a lesson
taught: stories can be different depending on
the point of view of the teller.
Rights sold to: MEXICO

22

 Health education
 Education for peace
 Road-safety education

Written as a traditional fable with a chain
structure of facts, favours and consequences,
which will promote team working as a mean to
solve problems.
Rights sold to: MEXICO

LA GOTERA DE MARTA
Author: José A. Ramírez Lozano
Illustrator: Marta Fernández
56 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1170-8


EL TIEMPO DIRá
Author: Ricardo Alcántara
Illustrator: Sara Sánchez
48 pages
iSBN: 978-84-683-2464-7


Beautiful tales linked through the sound of a
roof leak. A music that allows Marta to cope
with the problems of her father losing the job
by using her imagination and inventing a poetic
story every night.
Rights sold to: MEXICO

When Andrew’s mother starts a new relationship,
he is fearful and wonders if the new couple will
end up broken as well. Fortunately, there are
loves that last a lifetime, and if not, time will tell.

MI hERMANO ES UN PEZ
Authors: daniel Tejero & Roberto Malo
Illustrator: Sofía Balzola
56 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-3107-2


LA PASTELERíA DE DOÑA REMEDIOS
Author: Agustín Fernández Paz
illustrator: Mabel Piérola
64 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8863-0

When the classroom teacher asked every student to tell a story, Salima explains, as if it were
a fantasy tale, her adventure through the sea in
search of a decent life.

Comic portrait of a child’s pranks, its innocence
and its sense to explain how to learn a proper
behaviour and why.
Rights sold to: MEXICO

 Ethic & civil education
 Sexual education
 Traditions and cultures



 Environmental education
 Solidarity, tolerance
 Friendship, love

 Consumer education
 Family, elders respect
 gender equality education

la bruja que no sabía reír
Author: Hermínia Mas
Illustrator: Penélope Tidor
40 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7537-1


DIEGO EN LA BOTELLA
Author: Mar Pavón
Illustrator: Roger Olmos
52 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0824-1


A fable that talks about the need for affection
we all have to be happy, even witches!!!
Rights sold to: MEXICO, TURKEY & ECUADOR

Diego is a kid who lives in a bottle. His family,
obviously want him to leave the bottle but it
is not that easy. A story that explains Asperger
syndrome to children.
Rights sold to: MEXICO

la vaca enriqueta esquía en valcorneta
Author: Xavier Frías Conde
Illustrator: Bernadette Cuxart
40 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8274-4

¡huy, qué miedo!





Crazy and comic tale that talks about
motivation and stress.
Rights sold to: USA (Spanish)

Pancheta is a six-year-old lovely girl and a witch.
The only thing she wants is to be like any other
girl at school and have friends.
Rights sold to: ECUADOR

los vestidos de pancheta
Author: Ricardo Alcántara
Illustrator: Gusti
48 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7943-0

la pata paca
Author: Ricardo Alcántara
Illustrator: José María Lavarello
40 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8767-1





Second part of Huy que miedo!. Pancheta feels
weird because she has to dress differently from
the rest of the kids.

A fable to explain envy and jealousy. Two feelings which are important for children to identify.
Rights sold to: TURKEY, CHILE & ECUADOR

un regalo de cumpLEAÑOS
Author: Daniel Nesquens
Illustrator: Ana Lóbez
64 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8342-0


mauro ojos brillantes
Author: Maite Carranza
Illustrator: Gemma Sales
48 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7533-3

A tale written following a classic style about the
ability to love in different ways and the need to
share our feelings.

A story about over-protection and the
relationship between grandparents and
grandchildren. Written by Maite Carranza.
Rights sold to: MEXICO & ECUADOR

Author: Ricardo Alcántara
Illustrator: Gusti
40 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8481-6

The absolute

BEST-SELLER
of this series
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el rey cantarín
Author e Illustrator: Rafael Estrada
48 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7542-5

armengol el salado
Author: M. Carme Roca
Illustrator: Anthony Garner
48 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7538-8




Fable in defence of peace, about a King who has
never seen the sea so decides to fight and conquer
the bordering kingdoms just to reach the sea.

demonios en camiseta
Author: Paloma Bordons
Illustrator: Sergio García
48 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7686-6


el niño que nunca se reía
Author: Yanitzia Canetti
Illustrator: Avi
48 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8173-0

An old man, the owner of a teddy-bears’ factory,
who is angry with the world, will only be moved
by his grandson.

If a child does not smile, take it easy, because
maybe it is simply that he feels embarrassed
about having lost a tooth, not because he is sad!!

fantasmas y malandrines
Author: Pablo Barrena
Illustrator: Inés Luz González
64 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7543-2

cocorota y compañía
Author: Javier López Rodríguez
Illustrator: Antonia Cortijos
64 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7688-0
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 Health education
 Education for peace
 Road-safety education

A King that can only communicate through
music. A tale about peace.
Rights sold to: ECUADOR

Sit com in a farm inhabited by a bunch of ghosts
with a huge sense of humour.

Detective story starred by a group of chickens
who investigate why each morning their eggs
disappear and they will find a clever solution to it.
Rights sold to: TURKEY, VENEZUELA
& USA (Spanish)

un cocodrilo en mi habitación
Author: Andrés García Vilariño
Illustrator: Xan López Domínguez
56 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7540-1


ser o tener
Author: Anatxu Zabalbeascoa
Illustrator: Ximena Maier
40 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0413-7


Imaginative tale about children’s fears. In this
case, the crocodile under the bed happens to be
simply a lizard!

Clever story to think about the value of
receiving material objects versus the value of
achieving immaterial ones, such as knowledge
or a joyful moment.

 Ethic & civil education
 Sexual education
 Traditions and cultures

 Environmental education
 Solidarity, tolerance
 Friendship, love

 Consumer education
 Family, elders respect
 Gender equality education

un regalo fantástico
Author: Ricardo Alcántara
Illustrator: Montse Tobella
40 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9127-2

Lovely portrait on the communication between
parents and children and how important it is to
listen to each other.
Rights sold to: MEXICO, ECUADOR & VENEZUELA

GREAT READERS (More than 64 pages)
laya y el horripilante monstruo de champú
Author: Martín Piñol
Illustrator: Sofía Balzola
88 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8365-9

rútindel
Author: Dámaris Navarro
Illustrator: Daniel Montero
184 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9592-8





The king of shampoo wants to recover his princess.
Funny tale that tells children that their wisdom can
even beat the most terrific monster!!

Very strict rules apply in the Perez-mouse country.
Our main character will have to fight against this
unfair and hierarchical social structure.
Rights sold to: ECUADOR

papá se ha perdido
Author: José María Plaza
Illustrator: Julius
80 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8768-8

dos en apuros
Author: Beatriz Doumerc
Illustrator: Petra Stenmeyer
80 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7544-9



Comic tale that turns upside down the drama of
getting lost in a mall. A boy loses his father while
out shopping and he will look for him while being
worried about the father feeling lost and fearful.
Rights sold to: MEXICO, VENEZUELA & ECUADOR

A fable about love and friendship starred by two
lovely little foxes.
Rights sold to: MEXICO, TURKEY & ECUADOR
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el robot y la luna
Author & Illustrator: Rafael Estrada
88 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7932-4

Science fiction tale where love beats
technology. A robot with feelings.
Rights sold to: TURKEY, MEXICO, VENEZUELA
& ECUADOR


Compilation of riddles about terrific beings,
such as phantoms, spiders… in a humoristic
glimpse, ideal to exercise memory!

Poetic tale in prose about how a boy sees the
world around him from the balcony of his
house.

la ratita miracielos
Author: Juan Cruz Iguerabide
Illustrator: Alicia Cañas Cortázar
112 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7689-7

y alba dejó de tener miedo
Author: Josep-Francesc Delgado
Illustrator: Mercè Arànega
120 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8178-5




A story about children fears with a very
homely dragon, that will be able to solve the
problem.
Rights sold to: MEXICO

A compilation of tales, collected by a true
bookworm.
Rights sold to: ECUADOR
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The story of how a girl inspires a whole
neighborhood to look for her little puppy.

¡agua va!
Author: Juan Cruz Iguerabide
Illustrator: Belén Lucas
96 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8482-3


adivinanzas monstruosas
Author: Gloria Sánchez
Illustrator: Purificación Hernández
80 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7998-0

 Health education
 Education for peace
 Road-safety education

EL DÍA EN QUE MIMÍ DESAPARECIÓ
Author: Enric Lluch
Illustrator: Montse Adell
88 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9320-7


 Ethic & civil education
 Sexual education
 Traditions and cultures

 Environmental education
 Solidarity, tolerance
 Friendship, love

 Consumer education
 Family, elders respect
 Gender equality education

EL ENANO GUMERSINDO Y LA PRINCESA NOANÍN
Author: Enric Lluch
Illustrator: Mercè Arànega
120 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8271-3


doña flautina resuelvelotodo
Author: Yanitzia Canetti
Illustrator: Avi
128 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8177-8


A love story between a princess and a dwarf,
a tale on accepting handicapped.

Lovely tale about wisdom and common sense
of elder people whom everybody should
show respect to.
Rights sold to: USA (Spanish), ECUADOR
& MEXICO

el HIPOCERONTE
Author: Miguel Matesanz
Illustrator: Ferni
144 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9591-1

YO TE CUIDO, ELENA
Author: Blanca Álvarez
Illustrator: Tesa
80 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-2481-4



On a humouristic tone this story speaks about
discrimination due to physical appearance.
Rights sold to: MEXICO

When Elena was born, all the family was
worried about Miguel’s possible jealousy.
Nevertheless, Miguel simply welcomes his
new born sister with great happiness and
cares for her from the very beginning.

AMISTADES SECRETAS
Author: Agustín Fernández Paz
Illustrator: Marta Altés
72 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1592-8

Big Eyes is a tiny, fearless and curious mouse
who loves to explore. The daughter of the new
family, who rents the empty house, will soon
discover the mouse. The curiosity of both, leads
them to a secret friendship.
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+8 YEARS
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Susú’s Island

Author: Antonio G. Iturbe • Illustrator: Alex Omist • Size: 14 x 20,5 cm • 96 pages • Hardcover

Susú is a daring girl whose adventures gravitate around the idea of slow-life,
Zen philosophy and ecological or existentiality living.

From the author and
illustrator of the
successful series
inspector cito, this
surrealistic and funny
adventure arrives with
a glimpse to deep
thinking.
3. ¡QUE ViENEN LOS TURiSTAS!
ISBN: 978-84-683-1574-4

4. UN SEcRETO EN EL AiRE
ISBN: 978-84-683-1575-1
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Available in

eBook

1. UN JARDÍN EN EL FONDO DEL MAR
ISBN: 978-84-683-1172-2

2. ¡SiLENciO, SE RUEDA!
ISBN: 978-84-683-1173-9

Rights sold to: TURKEY & KOREA
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+8 years

Fairy Tales Spin-Offs

Authors: Roberto Santiago & Eva Redondo • Illustrator: David Guirao • Size: 14 x 20,5 cm • 240 pages • Hardcover

What happened after “The End” of those stories? An original way to approach
children to modern writing through traditional fairy tales with humor and
an up-to-date vision.

Available in

eBook

HANSEL y GRETEL:
EL RETORNO DE LA bRUJA
ISBN: 978-84-683-2458-6

Available in

eBook

cAPERUciTA ROJA:
¿DóNDE ESTá EL LObO FEROZ?
ISBN: 978-84-683-2459-3
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Available in

eBook

EL PATiTO FEO
y SUS FiELES SEGUiDORES
ISBN: 978-84-683-2461-6

Available in

eBook

LA bELLA DURMiENTE:
OTRO DESPLANTE AL HADA
ISBN: 978-84-683-2460-9

Romeo & Julieta By William Shakespeare

Adapted by Rosa Navarro Durán • Illustrator: Iban Barrenetxea • Size: 17,5 x 23 cm • 144 pages • Paperback • ISBN: 978-84-683-2344-2

Romeo & Juliet is one of Shakespeare’s most famost theatre plays.
Rosa Navarro’s previous classic versions were a hit and a succes.

Available in

eBook

“This sad and beautiful love story, for you,
to read it, play it and live it” Rosa Navarro Durán
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Classics told to children

+8 years

Literary adaptation by Rosa Navarro Durán • Illustrator: Francesc Rovira

No one has ever told children the most universal pages of literature like this before.

Short chapters & very
expressive pictures.

+ 600,000
copies
sold

19,5 x 24 cm • Hardcover whith extra jacket

Rights sold to 15 countries:
ITALY, LITHUANIA, MEXICO, NORWAY,
PORTUGAL, ROMANIA, BRAZIL, ARGENTINA,
GERMANY, CANADA-QUEBEC, VENEZUELA,
KOREA, THE NETHERLANDS,
TURKEY and LETONIA.

15,5 x 20 cm • Paperback

Available in

eBook

Available in

eBook

Available in

eBook

Available in

eBook

EL ciD
ISBN: 978-84-236-8338-3
192 pages

Available in

eBook

Available in

eBook

PLATERO y yO
ISBN: 978-84-236-8031-3
192 pages

Pocket Edition
ISBN: 978-84-236-9066-4

Pocket Edition
ISBN: 978-84-683-0220-1

EL LAZARiLLO
ISBN: 978-84-236-7889-1
176 pages

LA ODiSEA
ISBN: 978-84-236-8375-8
224 pages

TiRANTE EL bLANcO
ISBN: 978-84-236-7796-2
200 pages

Pocket Edition
ISBN: 978-84-236-9321-4

LAS FAbULOSAS AVENTURAS
DEL cAbALLERO ZiFAR
ISBN: 978-84-683-0566-0
200 pages

Pocket Edition
ISBN: 978-84-236-8986-6

EL QUiJOTE
ISBN: 978-84-236-7381-0
200 pages
Pocket Edition
ISBN: 978-84-236-8458-8

Available in

eBook

Available in

eBook

FábULAS
ISBN: 978-84-236-9632-1
208 pages
Pocket Edition
ISBN: 978-84-683-0879-1

LEyENDAS DE bécQUER
ISBN: 978-84-236-8818-0
180 pages
Pocket Edition
ISBN: 978-84-236-9614-7

MiLAGROS DE NUESTRA SEñORA
ISBN: 978-84-236-9649-9
172 pages

Available in

eBook
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LA ENEiDA
ISBN: 978-84-236-9414-3
208 pages

NOVELAS EJEMPLARES
DE MiGUEL DE cERVANTES
ISBN: 978-84-236-9080-0
208 pages
Pocket Edition
ISBN: 978-84-683-0723-7

Available in

eBook

Pocket Edition
ISBN: 978-84-236-8627-8

LA bibLiA
ISBN: 978-84-683-0454-0
352 pages
Pocket Edition
ISBN: 978-84-683-0862-3

LA iLÍADA
ISBN: 978-84-683-3309-0
224 pages
Pocket Edition
ISBN: 978-84-683-3366-3

The life of… told to children

Literary adaptation by Rosa Navarro Durán • Illustrator: Jordi Vila Delclòs • Size: 22,5 x 27 cm • 48 pages • Hardcover

introducing children to great people through
their extraordinary works.

Available in

eBook

cHEck THE bOOk TRAiLER

LA ViDA y ObRA DE TERESA DE JESúS
ISBN: 978-84-683-0803-6

LA ViDA y POESÍA DE FEDERicO
GARcÍA LORcA
ISBN: 978-84-236-9992-6

LA ViDA y ObRA DE DON bOScO
ISBN: 978-84-683-1207-1

LA ViDA y POESÍA DE MiGUEL
HERNáNDEZ
ISBN: 978-84-236-9613-0

LA ViDA y POESÍA DE GUSTAVO
ADOLFO bécQUER
ISBN: 978-84-683-0310-9

Rights sold to: MEXICO, ARGENTINA, UK & ITALY
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+8 years

Orange Tucan
Size: 13 x 19,5 cm • Paperback

Stories by contemporary authors. Pre-Intermediate level.

EASY READERS (Up to 120 pages)
querido enemigo
Author: Agustín Fernández Paz
Illustrator: Tesa González
56 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8186-0


mi vecina es una bruja
Author & Illustrator: Paloma Bordons
40 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8480-9

Amusing story about the always funny
neighborhood relationships.
Rights sold to: ECUADOR

How to face fears and how to overcome them
through the story of a girl who gets in panic
every time she sees a dog.
Rights sold to: MEXICO & ECUADOR

a una nariz pegado
Author: Juan Kruz Igerabide
Illustrator: Montse Adell
120 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8349-9


caballero o caballera,
lo sabrás a la primera
Author: Enric Lluch
Illustrator: Manuel Ortega
96 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8000-9


A story about embarrassment and discrimination
which takes place in a school setting and has to
do with music.
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 Health education
 Education for peace
 Road-safety education

Humorous tale about sex discrimination
during Medieval Ages.
Rights sold to: MEXICO & ECUADOR

cómo corregir a una maestra malvada
Author: Miren Agur Meabe
Illustrator: Maria Espluga
48 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7549-4


El 5° caso del mítico detective Penta
Author: Antonio Lozano
Illustrator: Alex Omist
52 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0360-4


A school diary of a girl who ends understanding
motivations and teacher’s vocation.
Rights sold to: MEXICO, ESPERANTO
& VENEZUELA

A detective story about the disappearance
of a week day!!! Number 5!! A book and a
game at the same time!

 Ethic & civil education
 Sexual education
 Traditions and cultures

 Environmental education
 Solidarity, tolerance
 Friendship, love

 Consumer education
 Family, elders respect
 Gender equality education

el ave del amanecer
Author: Alfredo Gómez Cerdá
Illustrator: Carmen Peris
80 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7694-1


el perro invisible
Author: Cristòfor Martí Adell
Illustrator: Ángel Lupiáñez
88 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7464-0


Using the structure of A thousand and one
nights, this tale talks about love.
Rights sold to: MEXICO & ECUADOR

The importance of having a pet and the
responsibility of having to take care of an animal
explained through the story of a boy who wishes to
have a dog so much that he creates an invisible one.
Rights sold to: MEXICO

la fabulosa historia del secador mágico
Author: Martín Piñol
Illustrator: Maria J. Mola
80 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9961-2


la máquina cuentacuentos
Author: Xelís de Toro
Illustrator: Xavier Salomó
80 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8756-5


Eva always dreamt about becoming a hairdresser.
She used to brush fairies, put make up on queens
and change princes’ hairstyle. But everything is not
as sweet as that.

A story about the magic power of tales and the
need of human beings to listen to stories.

La noche que tuve un monstruo encerrado
en el armario
Author: Gabriel García de Oro
Illustrator: Purificación Hernández
112 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8865-4


manual para una pequeña bruja
Author: Gloria Sánchez
Illustrator: M.a Fe Quesada
96 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7698-9


Humorous story about overcoming night fears.
How come that there always is a monster inside
the wardrobe?

Handbook recipes to become a witch, that
show the complex world of relationship
between sisters.

olvídate de subir a los árboles
Author: Nacho Faerna
Illustrator: Natascha S. Rosenberg
88 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8294-2


patatas fritas
Author: Olga Xirinacs
Illustrator: Carme Solé Vendrell
72 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8275-1


How to overcome inferiority complex such
as being too short, like the girl of this story,
Caroline, who is really short, nearly tiny.

Portrait of ambulant fair-traders living style
through the curious eyes of a girl born in an
itinerant family.

rana por un día
Author: M.a Teresa Aretzaga
Illustrator: Xan López Domínguez
104 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7545-6


Una estrella en la sopa
Author: Miren Agur Meabe
Illustrator: Eider Eibar
80 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9235-4


As a spin-off of the frog-enchanted prince, what if
after marrying the princess he sometime misses
the liberty of being a simple frog?
Rights sold to: VENEZUELA

A highly poetic story to learn about the music
of language, about the power of music and its
connection to our mood.
Rights sold to: ECUADOR & MEXICO
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VOy SObRE RUEDAS
Author: Xabier Mendiguren
Illustrator: Patxi Gallego Palacios
64 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8699-5


cAPERUciTA y LA AbUELA FEROZ
Author: Juan Cruz Iguerabide
Illustrator: Carme Solé
96 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7692-7


A striking story about a disabled boy who uses a
wheelchair to move around. He calls it his own
Ferrari and is a popular member in his class.
Rights sold to: EcUADOR

The tale of Little Red Riding Hood told in a
different way. To start with, the granny is not as
we have learnt she was, and… A new version of
Little Red Riding hood.
Rights sold to: EcUADOR

LAS AVENTURAS DE ENRicO MüLLER
Author: Xavier Frías Conde
Illustrator: Enrique Carballeira
104 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1269-9


DON FAcUNDO iRAcUNDO,
EL VEciNO DEL SEGUNDO
Author: Roberto Aliaga
Illustrator: Raúl Sagospe
120 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-2467-8


Enrico is a hunter of strange creatures, especially
dragons, who live among us hidden under the
appearance of humans. To survive, he works as a
security-belt salesman during the day.

Elia is very angry, she can never play at home
because in the apartment beneath hers lives
a very grumpy old neighbor. Until the day, she
realizes that Mr. Facundo must feel lonely and that
is why he behaves so unkindly so she decides to
solve his problem of loneliness.

DONDE VAN LAS TORTUGAS cUANDO MUEREN
Author: Beatriz Osés
Illustrator: Ester García
80 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-2466-1

The discovery of a dead turtle serves as an
excuse to talk about death in a plain natural way,
from kids’ point of view and throughout a funny
adventure.

GREAT READERS (More than 120 pages)
DE ciGüEñAS DESPiSTADAS
y PRiNcESAS iNTERcAMbiADAS
Author: Enric Lluch
Illustrator: Tesa González
120 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9407-5


ALGO RARO ESTá PASANDO
Author: Paz Hurlé Becher
Illustrator: Nivio López
128 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7691-0


In the land of Giants, a princess has been born
who is so small that you need a magnifying glass
to see her. In the Land of Dwarves, a princess has
also been born but she is such a size that she
doesn’t fit in the royal suite.
Rights sold to: MEXicO & VENEZUELA
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 Health education
 Education for peace
 Road-safety education

 Ethic & civil education
 Sexual education
 Traditions and cultures

 Environmental education
 Solidarity, tolerance
 Friendship, love

A tale around the world of magic tricks.
Rights sold to: bRAZiL & EcUADOR

 Consumer education
 Family, elders respect
 Gender equality education

DOwN
Author: An Alfaya
Illustrator: Luis Filella
160 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7693-4


EL ZOOLóGicO DE LOLiTA
Author: Lolita Bosch
Illustrator: Álvaro Núñez
192 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9400-6


A book about a Down-syndrome boy seen by
his cousin. This story will help children work
out integration, comradeship and equality.
Rights sold to: MEXicO & kOREA

A charming story in collected letters about a
curious zoo that Lolita is organizing during her
stay in China. A book about becoming older.
Rights sold to: MEXicO

ESAS cOSAS QUE NO SE VEN A SiMPLE ViSTA
Author: Margarita García Gallardo
Illustrator: Stephanie Pfeil
168 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0864-7


LA NOcHE DE LOS cUcHicUcHiS
Author: Paloma Bordons
Illustrator: Ángel Lupiáñez
136 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9338-2


Do princesses wear glasses? A clever story
that will help boys and girls wear glasses
without any fuss.

Javier and Tina have to live with her listless
aunt while their father recovers in hospital.
Brother and sister get bored. The days drag
on and on. But … what about the nights?
Rights sold to: MEXicO

EL ESTANQUE DE LOS PATOS PObRES
Author: Fina Casalderrey
Illustrator: Teo Puebla Morón
168 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8007-8

Together with her grandfather, Noema learns many
things, because he is very wise. And he is also a
champion and a pirate! Touching story about the
relationship between grandparents and grandchildren.
Rights sold to: MEXicO & cHiNA

edebé children literature award winner
LA EScUELA DE LOS PiRATAS
Author: Agustín Fernández Paz
Illustrator: Luis Filella
160 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7325-4

Imagination can change a lot of things. A
school can become a pirate’s ship and its pupils
and teachers the pirates’ crew. Just like this.
Rights sold to: MEXicO, cHiNA & kOREA

edebé children literature award winner
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LLEGó DEL MAR
Author: Carlos Puerto
Illustrator: Manuel Ortega
136 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7697-2


ROLLiTOS DE PRiMAVERA
Author & Illustrator: Paloma Bordons
168 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1205-7


Nicolás knew that Tatiana was keeping a secret
from the moment she arrived from such a
distant country. Maybe she brought a message
from the deep sea. And Nicolás shivered. But
Tatiana was only a child victim of wars.

A round and lovely story about immigration and
mistreatments, that teaches not to judge by
appearances or prejudices. Written through the
eyes of a boy who loves to do bracelets instead
of playing remote control cars.
Rights sold to: FRANcE & MEXicO

ROSANDA y EL ARTE DE biRLi biRLOQUE
Author: Ángeles González-Sinde
Illustrator: Juanjo Cortés
280 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1256-9


ROSANDA y EL MAR DE cRiSTAL
Author: Ángeles González-Sinde
Illustrator: Noemí Villamuza
304 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9371-9


Rosanda ‘s mother works, is responsible for all home
chores, thus is a modern stressed mum who by
mistake posts the shopping list instead of the Xmas
letter written by her daughter.

Our clever and brilliant Rosanda manages to travel
with her mother to Peru in search of her father, who
disappeared while working in a NGO.

edebé children literature award winner
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 Health education
 Education for peace
 Road-safety education

ROSANDA y EL áNGEL
Author: Ángeles González-Sinde
Illustrator: Noemí Villamuza
160 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0302-4


ROSANDA y EL HOMbREciTO bLANcO
Author: Ángeles González-Sinde
Illustrator: Noemí Villamuza
248 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0833-3


Rosanda’s parents lead a stressful life so by
accident leave Rosanda in a department store
behind. So she ends sleeping there and meeting
her guardian angel.

As an invisible friend, Rosanda speaks with a
snowman Xmas ornament while handling the
day-to-day problems in her family.

 Ethic & civil education
 Sexual education
 Traditions and cultures

 Environmental education
 Solidarity, tolerance
 Friendship, love

 Consumer education
 Family, elders respect
 Gender equality education

SiETE NOcHES cON PAULA
Authors: P. Zubizarreta & J. C. Iguerabide
Illustrator: Elena Odriozola
128 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8423-6


SóLO cUANDO TENGO MiEDO
Author: Paz Hurlé Becher
Illustrator: Álvaro Núñez
176 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8864-7


Paula is a sick girl who has to stay in hospital for
seven nights. Each of them will bring forth a heartfelt story.
Rights sold to: MEXicO, SLOVENiA & EcUADOR

The story of a girl who can only jump high when
she is afraid of something. Understanding and
overcoming its own fears.
Rights sold to: MEXicO

OJOS DE LEcHUZA O cARA DE PEScADiLLA
Author: Luisa Villar Liébana
Illustrator: Álvaro Núñez
96 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0925-5


EL ENiGMA DE LA HAbiTAcióN cERRADA
Author: Luisa Villar Liébana
Illustrator: Álvaro Núñez
152 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0931-6


Charlie is a detective’s son. He is also a great detective
and loves robots. With the help of a funny little robot he
will solve cases around his neighborhood.
Rights sold to: MEXicO

In this second case, Charlie, our 9-year-old
detective and his robot will solve a case that will
unfairly involve an illegal immigrant.
Rights sold to: MEXicO

VAcAS GUAPAS
Author: David Paloma
Illustrator: Ia Escudé
120 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7548-7


y RAPUNZEL SE cORTó LA MELENA
Author: Amèlia Mora Sanromà
Illustrator: Sara Ruano
128 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7839-6


A hilarious tale starred by a group of cows
who form a peculiar choir.

A twist in the tale to Rapunzel’s story who tired
of waiting, decides to escape and look for the
prince herself. Why not?!
Rights sold to: kOREA
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el año de los piojos
Author: David Nel·lo
Illustrator: Cristina Losantos
192 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8359-8


el gusano que pudo ser rey
Author: Gabriel García de Oro
Illustrator: Purificación Hernández
128 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8356-7


Comical story about the commercial ambition
of a company without soul that spreads lice all
around schools in order to sell their shampoo.
Rights sold to: TURKEY

A modern fable about a worm which ended
becoming a King (maybe the best king ever), due
to the old King’s being dead tired about his two
ambitious sons endlessly fighting.
Rights sold to: MEXICO

el otro sastrecillo
Author: M.a Teresa Aretzaga
Illustrator: Montse Tobella
160 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7550-0


El regreso de la Cigüeña
Author: Amèlia Mora
Illustrator: Oscar Julve
128 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0711-4


Literary parallelism with The brave little
tailor to vindicate the right to feel fear
without this being a shame.
Rights sold to: ECUADOR

An unemployed and depressed stork who finds
a little abandoned baby and thanks to a mouse
ends giving a new sense to its life.

episodio final
Author: Martín Piñol
Illustrator: Isaac Sánchez Pérez
160 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0429-8


UNA DE INDIOS Y VAQUEROS
Author: Margarita García Gallardo
Illustrator: Avi
184 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9401-3


This novel features Jedi granddads, shadowy
bad-guys, Imperial soldiers, Sword wielding
law enforcers, OAP smugglers and the most
fantastic grandson in the galaxy.
Rights sold to: MEXICO

Like every morning, cowboy McCansao and the
Nomeapetece indians follow the path to school but
when they cross the bridge they discover the river
is dry and decide to find out what has happened.
Rights sold to: MEXICO

viaje a dragonia
Author & Illustrator: Xan López Domínguez
144 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1568-3


LA FÁBULA DE LOS RATONES MENSAJEROS
Author &Illustrator: Xan López Domínguez
144 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-2966-6


A story filled with humor, adventure and
imagination, full of dragons created out of
human gadgets such as coffee pots, stools
or even bagpipes.
Rights sold to: MEXICO

A long time ago animals communicated with
each other through Messenger animals. The
messengers’ task was to deliver messages fast and
with discretion. That’s how it was, until the day…

¡PIRATINCHO, A LA DEFENSA!
Author: Gabriela Keselman
Illustrator: Esther Burgueño
168 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-3122-5

Piratouse and his father are two mice that
become pirates the day the regular pirates leave
the ship. Since then their life is no longer quiet,
but actually quite thrilling.

EL COLUMPIO DE MADAME BROCHET
Author: Beatriz Osés
Illustrator: Emilio Urberuaga
132 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-2998-7

A fantasy tale about second chances, the need
to put ourselves in someone’s place in order to
understand, and the possibility to start again.

 Health education
 Education for peace
 Road-safety education

 Ethic & civil education
 Sexual education
 Traditions and cultures

 Environmental education
 Solidarity, tolerance
 Friendship, love

 Consumer education
 Family, elders respect
 Gender equality education
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Dream World

Author & Illustrator: Pilar Pascual • Size: 14 x 21 cm • 144 pages • Hardcover

Dream World is a tetralogy that talks about the eternal fight of good against evil.
Is also a symbolic initiatory journey: fantasy is the land to conquer, to be protected;
a treasure that allows children to keep free.

Available in

Available in

eBook

eBook

1. LA ONIROMARCA SECRETA
ISBN: 978-84-683-1918-6

Available in

2. EL ANILLO REVELADOR
ISBN: 978-84-683-1919-3

Available in

eBook

eBook

3. EL REY MOIRA
ISBN: 978-84-683-3150-8

4. EL LIBRO AZUL
ISBN: 978-84-683-3189-8

“When you lose your dreams,
you become slave to your nightmares.”

ChECk ThE BOOk TRAILER
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+10 years

The Young Poe

Author : Cuca Canals • Size: 13 x 20,5 cm • Paperback with flaps

Edgar Allan Poe is 11 years old. He lives with his step parents and his pet
raven in Morgue Street. Young Poe wants to become a writer as an adult but
for now he earns some money by selling his own catalogue of scary ideas
and tortures. Moreover, in his spare time, he helps Police inspector
Mr. Auguste Dupin to solve some difficult and mysterious cases.

Available in

eBook

1. El MiStErio
DE lA CAllE MorGUE
160 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-3183-6

ChECk thE book trAilEr
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Available in

eBook

2. El ExtrAño CriMEn
DE MAry roGEt
152 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-3184-3

Available in

eBook

3. lA MAnSión
DE loS horrorES
144 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-3486-8

Clik Gang

Author & Illustrator: Innovant • Size: 14 x 19,5 cm • Flexible cover

Who said science, technology or history are boring? Click’s Gang is a series of funny
and crazy adventures enriched with attractive contents. Each book includes games and
activities at the end.
ChECk Th
ThE BOOk TRAILER

5. EL DIARIO DEL PROfESOR CLIk
UNA AVENTURA ESPACIAL
128 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-2152-3

6. LA PANDILLA CLIk
k S.O.S.
AMAZONAS EN PELIGRO
128 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-3173-7

7. EL MISTERIO DEL
CASTILLO ENCANTADO
128 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-3492-9

A 14 chapter books of 128 pages each one around different topics and periods:
Da Vinci, Egypt, robots, archaeology, time-space travelling, past cultures,
Einstein, dinosaurs and so on.

Available in

eBook

1. EL CASO DEL ROBOT
hIPNOTIZADOR
128 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1278-1

Available in

eBook

2. EL MISTERIO
DE COCODRILO 73
128 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1279-8

3. LA GRAN AVENTURA
DE LOS DINOSAURIOS
128 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1576-8

4. PIRATAS EN EL
TRIÁNGULO DE LAS BERMUDAS
128 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1623-9

Rights sold to:
TURKEY & MEXICO
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The Fearless

+10 years

Author: José María Plaza • Illustrator: Noemí Villamuza • Size: 13 x 20,5 cm • Hardcover

Are you easily frightened? If not, go ahead and read this intrigue adventures
set in mysterious and odd backgrounds.
ChECk ThE BOOk TRAILER

Limited
edition
with cup

Available in

eBook

IT CONTAINS A ThEATRE PLAY
1. LA CASA DEL fIN DEL MUNDO
Y LA CASA DE LOS ESqUELETOS ASUSTADOS
312 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1299-6

Available in

eBook

Rights sold to: TURKEY, CHINA
& PORTUGAL

GIfT BOx LOS SIN MIEDO
ISBN: 978-84-683-2241-4

The gang comprising of Álvaro, Cris, Belén & David,
The fearless, are waiting for you with their scaring adventures.

Available in

Available in

eBook

eBook

More than 130,000 copies sold!
2. EL CASTILLO DE LOS
GUERREROS SIN CABEZA
216 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8876-0

Available in

eBook
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7. EL fINAL DE LA
COSTA DE LA MUERTE
296 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0049-8

3. EL CAMPAMENTO
DEL ZORRO VENGADOR
296 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9420-4

Available in

eBook

8. LUCES NEGRAS EN LA
MONTAñA SAGRADA
288 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0300-0

4. EL CEMENTERIO DE LOS
ESPECTROS SANGRANTES
208 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9581-2

5. EL COLEGIO DEL
SóTANO MALDITO
296 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9626-0

6. ATRAPADOS EN EL
PARqUE DE ATRACCIONES
288 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-6379-8

10. EL TABLERO
DEL fIN DEL MUNDO
264 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0934-7

11. hUELLAS SECRETAS
EN EL CAMINO
332 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-2943-7

Available in

eBook

9. LA PUERTA SECRETA
DEL MUSEO DEL PRADO
304 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0724-4

Victor

Author: Maite Carranza • Illustrator: Agustín Comotto • Size: 14 x 20,5 cm • Flexible cover

Maite Carranza is back to her knavery
together with her so realistic sense of humor.
Available in

eBook

Available in

eBook

1. VíCTOR Y LOS VAMPIROS
200 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0198-3
2. VíCTOR Y LOS ROMANOS
208 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0200-3
3. VíCTOR Y LOS DUENDES
184 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0480-9
4. VíCTOR Y LOS
NEANDERTALES
184 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0894-4
5. VíCTOR Y LAS MENINAS
184 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1245-3

Combined with comic strips
by Agustin Comotto.
Rights sold to: ROMANIA

Cien palabras-Little dictionary

6. VíCTOR Y LOS ZOMBIS
160 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1286-6
7. VíCTOR Y LAS MEDUSAS
160 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-2423-4

Author: Rosa Navarro Durán • Illustrator: Noemí Villamuza • Size: 17,5 x 23 cm • 128 pages • Paperback • ISBN: 978-84-683-0903-3

ChECk ThE BOOk TRAILER

“I offer a hundred words
so you can make them
yours, use them, give
them wings and let
them fly”. Prof. Rosa
Navarro Duran
Rosa Navarro Durán
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+10 years

Green Tucan
Size: 13 x 19,5 cm • Paperback

Books by contemporary authors. Intermediate level.

EASY READERS (Up to 150 pages)
EL LOCO DEL MARTINETE
Author: Paulette Jonguitud Acosta
Illustrator: Ferni
128 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0866-1


UN TRABAJO PARA MAGDA
Author: Mónica Rodríguez
Illustrator: Albert Asensio
160 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1599-7


Claudio does not know a thing about Mexican
wrestling, like most of us! So he could never
have imagined he would end up involved in a
mystery & horror around this sport.
Rights sold to: MExICO

A light-spoken word from a politician
destroys everybody’s life around Tobías.
Luckily, his brave letter manages to get
things back to normality.

ACUÉRDATE DE LOS DINOSAURIOS, ANA MARíA
Author: Gabriel Janer Manila
Illustrator: Mabel Piérola
72 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9130-2


GATA GARCíA
Author: Pilar Mateos
Illustrator: Petra Stenmeyer
128 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8628-5


Damián was once a professional magician but
now he is just a poor homeless who lives in the
street. His only possession is a pack of cards
and children’s smiles.
Rights sold to: VENEZUELA

This fantasy happy story tells children that
the best way to fight all kind of loneliness is
opening towards others, sharing. Everybody
needs someone.
Rights sold to: USA (Spanish) & ChINA

edebé children literature award winner

edebé children literature award winner

¡ABRACADABRA, CUIDADO CON MI CABRA!
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 Health education
 Education for peace
 Road-safety education

Author: Karlos Santisteban
Illustrator: Mercè Arànega
96 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8008-5


LA CUEVA DEL BANDOLERO
Author: Jaume M. Peidró
Illustrator: Jorge González
96 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7710-8


A funny story about a mischievous boy who
takes a goat to school, in the city, just because it
is his uncle’s present. That’s it, no kidding, a real
goat as a pet!

A gang’s adventures where children will
find hidden treasures, bandits and mystery
secrets about to be discovered.
Rights sold to: USA (Spanish)

 Ethic & civil education
 Sexual education
 Traditions and cultures

 Environmental education
 Solidarity, tolerance
 Friendship, love

 Consumer education
 Family, elders respect
 Gender equality education

el zoo de verano
Author: Isabel Córdova
Illustrator: Marina Seoane
104 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7707-8


doctor rus
Author: Gloria Sánchez
Illustrator: Pablo Prestifilippo
104 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8337-6


During Summer, a girl cannot go on holidays so
she ends taking care of a great number of pets:
parrots, dogs, cats, spiders, turtles… A real zoo!!
Rights sold to: USA (Spanish), ECUADOR
& KOREA

A boy becomes a doctor of a parade of animals
which visit him with endless problems.
Imagination and creativity will allow him to
solve everything.
Rights sold to: KOREA

edebé children literature award winner
EUGENIO: UN GENIO con MAL GENIO
Author: Enric Lluch
Illustrator: Paco Giménez
104 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9131-9


el espejo del futuro
Author: Jordi Sierra i Fabra
Illustrator: Ricardo Calvo Durán
112 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7552-4


Can a lamp genie be mad and angry? It looks so!
Michael and his friends will decide not to let it
free but will suffer until it is locked again.

What if you could get everything you wish for?
A story about the dangers of wishing for things.
Rights sold to: CHINA & MEXICO

cuentos para dormir a la abuela
Author: Antonio M. Fabregat
Illustrator: Carme Peris
112 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8746-6


LOS LADRONES DE COLORES
Author: Rafael Estrada
Illustrator: Marta Fernández Balmaseda
112 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9402-0


Grandma used to tell us stories to sleep, but
now she cannot sleep so their grandchildren
decide to tell her stories.

Life without colour would be different. A boy
discovers how drawing and looking at the
world with an illustrator’s eyes brings forth an
interesting adventure. A compelling story.
Rights sold to: ECUADOR & MEXICO

mi abuelo el presunto
Author: Paloma Bordons
Illustrator: Francesc Rovira
120 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7558-6


SOPA DE COLA DE LAGARTIJA
Author: Marta Gené Camps
Illustrator: Maria Espluga
128 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9571-3


A stranger suddenly knocks at the door saying
he is her mum’s father and is coming to stay
but Lola believes the man is no clear business.
Rights sold to: MEXICO, ECUADOR, CHINA
& KOREA

A tale about fear and intransigence caused by
unknown facts. A little girl suffers bullying and
is accused of witchery.
Rights sold to: MEXICO

edebé children literature award winner

edebé children literature award winner

un extraño en casa
Author: Pilar Lozano Carbayo
Illustrator: Mabel Piérola
136 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9594-2


Botellas de pesadillas
Author: Marta Gené Camps
Illustrator: Esther Burgueño
128 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0295-9


A story about adoptions and jealousy and family
relationships and… all the best things in life,
with a great sense of humor and tenderness!
Rights sold to: ECUADOR

Are you brave enough to face your most secret
nightmares? This is the challenge Alberto must
undertake. If he doesn’t lock up all the nightmares
before bedtime, they’ll live on forever in the real world.
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JON Y LA MÁqUINA DEL MIEDO
Author: Roberto Santiago
Illustrator: Valentí Gubianas
136 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8830-2


EL ExAMEN DE MATEMÁTICAS
Author: Miguel Matesanz
Illustrator: Gemma Gené Camps
136 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0410-6


Jon, afraid of almost everything, decides to buy
a machine that will help him to get rid of any
kind of fear. Will it work?
Rights sold to: ECUADOR, MExICO, ChINA

Maths are fun!! A crazy story where
mathematics suddenly become real and start
multiplying and dividing people and things!!!
Rights sold to: TURkEY

& kOREA

edebé children literature award winner
LA PRIMERA AVENTURA
Author: Manuel L. Alonso
Illustrator: Jordi Solano
96 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-2470-8


¡NO ES TAN fÁCIL SER NIñO!
Author: Pilar Lozano Carbayo
Illustrator: Montse Tobella
136 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9069-5


Available in

eBook

A big-eared boy starts to suffer bullying at
school. Fernando tries to fight it until the day
he discovers how to get rid of it!!
Rights sold to: kOREA, ISRAEL, ChINA, MExICO,
BRAZIL, ECUADOR & SERBIA

edebé children literature award winner

Two boys, coming from different social
status and completely different worlds,
meet by chance. What at beginning seems
to be a conflict ends in a deep friendship
and both will learn a by lesson: never judge
anyone by stereotypes.

UN ESGUINCE EN EL CEREBRO
Author: Alfredo Gómez Cerdá
Illustrator: Francesc Rovira
128 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-2469-2

Godofredo’s parents, are obsessed by electronic gadgets,
he learned how to use them quickly since he was born.
His parents were proud of it. But they were angry, and
very much indeed, when their son’s teacher decided the
whole class had to read a book. Apparently, this was not
a proper thing.

GREAT READERS (More than 150 pages)
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 Health education
 Education for peace
 Road-safety education

SMERLING: EN LA TELA DE LA ARAñA
Author: Lola Gándara
Illustrator: Ant Garner
192 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0852-4


LA PELOTA JAPLER
Author: Jordi Cervera
Illustrator: Francesc Rovira
208 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0840-1


A net of mysteries that take place in the castle of
a famous writer who recently died (or maybe
not?) starred by a group of apparently troublesome boys.

As if in football, team working is crucial for
this group of girls and boys involved in a
dangerous mystery around a ball.
Rights sold to: TURkEY

 Ethic & civil education
 Sexual education
 Traditions and cultures

 Environmental education
 Solidarity, tolerance
 Friendship, love

 Consumer education
 Family, elders respect
 Gender equality education

Available in

eBook

Érase una aldea sin suerte
Author: Teresa Núñez
Illustrator: Anuska Allepuz
160 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0865-4


El verano que nos comimos la luna
Author: Marisa López Soria
Illustrator: Moisés Yagües
176 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0167-9


In a small village, people ask a clumsy witch
to make a talisman. A modern fable about how
ambition and temptation for material things do
not always have a happy ending.

A summer adventure of a group of multicultural
friends from a poor area who decide to adopt a
dog which has been abused of.

LA PLAYA DEL OTRO LADO
Author & Illustrator: Paloma Bordons
256 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-3119-5


Un carromato verde botella
Author: Pedro Mañas
Illustrator: Manuel Ortega
200 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0289-8


Leo has won a contest and he is enjoying the prize:
an idyllic vacation on a tropical island with his
mother. In the luxury hotel where they are staying
he lives like a king compared to the poor boys that
live so happily on the beach on the Other Side.

Luke was different from what his parents had
planned. Absolutely. He does not like football
or shopping or watching TV. He is a weird boy.

MI HERMANO EL GENIo
Author: Rodrigo Muñoz Avia
Illustrator: Jordi Sempere
184 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7826-6


los perfectos
Author: Rodrigo Muñoz Avia
Illustrator: Tesa González
208 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8716-9


Lola loves playing football but she lives in a musical family and furthermore, her brother is a young
piano talent. How can she make herself stand out?
Rights sold to: ISRAEL, KOREA, FRANCE,
MEXICO, CHINA, ECUADOR & ITALY

Being an ordinary boy while every single member
of your family is absolutely perfect is no great
deal. But at least you’ve got a friend who will make
you see things differently.
Rights sold to: FRANCE, MEXICO, KOREA,
CHINA & ECUADOR

edebé children literature award winner

edebé children literature award winner

EL HOMBRE DE ARENA
Author: César Mallorquí
Illustrator: Enjamio
208 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9132-6


TREMENDOS TORTAZOS
Author: Pedro Martínez Canut
Illustrator: Álvaro Núñez
208 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9593-5


Forgetting a dream is common. At least this is what
Pablo thought. But the problem is not actually
oblivion but actually a robbery. A thrilling adventure
about the world of children’s nightmares.

A nine-year-old boy studies Japanese and is son
to an important doctor, whose speciality is not
easy to explain at school. This beginning will
lead to an exchange of Japanese lessons and
skate lessons. A tale about friendship.

la casa del pánico
Author: Carlos Guillermo Domínguez
Illustrator: Susana Campillo
176 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7709-2


Un cocodrilo para Laura
Author: Beatriz Osés
Illustrator: Miguel Ángel Díez
208 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1242-2


Who are the new weird neighbors who have
bought the abandoned house that used to be the
gang’s refuge?
Rights sold to: MEXICO

Available in

eBook

After her mum’s death, Laura leaves her village and
starts a new life in the city with her aunt. While visiting
a park, the girl meets a very peculiar crocodile: it will
eat everything Laura is afraid of.
Rights sold to: FRANCE & MEXICO
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EN BUSCA DEL TESORO DE KOLA
Author: Edna López
Illustrator: Agustín Comotto
232 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0161-7


El signo prohibido
Author: Rodrigo Muñoz Avia
Illustrator: Javier Andrada
168 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1579-9


In a far away island draught has made water really
precious. So when Omar, a young orphan, receives
a mysterious message, he will set forth to look
out for the incredible Kola’s Treasure. A fantasy
adventure on environment protection.

edebé children literature award winner

Available in

eBook

edebé children literature award winner

EN CASA DEL SEÑOR PETER
Author: Daniel Nesquens
Illustrator: David Guirao
168 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1598-0


LA FÁBRICA DE BESOS
Author: Joan de Déu Prats
Illustrator: Susana Rosique
192 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1596-6


At other friends’ homes things are always
different from our own. If it is better or not
depends on many things. A funny and charming
tale seen from a boy’s perspective.

In this country kisses were produced
in a factory. All kind of kisses. Until the
laboratory boy fell in love…
Rights sold to: MEXICO

Elsa y el paraíso
Author: Mariasun Landa
Illustrator: Elena Odriozola
88 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1616-1


El último sordo
Author: Roberto Santiago
Illustrator: Santiago García-Clairac
128 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9790-8


Elsa breaks her leg during the holidays so has
no other way of spending her time rather than
listening to a traveler who tells her how to
express her true feelings. A brilliant text on life,
language and decision-taking.

The way Claudio sees the world is far
away from his parent’s point of view!!!
But it is funny and helps to understand a
bunch of things.

Dieciocho inmigrantes y medio
Author: Roberto Santiago
Illustrator: Santiago García-Clairac
144 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0901-9


Pat Garret y Billy el Niño
nunca tuvieron novia
Author: Roberto Santiago
Illustrator: Santiago García-Clairac
208 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0922-4


Claudio eldest brother will start an
unconventional sit-in protest against an
immigrant’s expulsion from the country. But
despite the massive success, he will have to leave.
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 Health education
 Education for peace
 Road-safety education

Everything started the day Aleksandra disappeared. Her classmate George made up his
mind not to pronounce the letter “A” until she
appeared. And it wasn’t that easy!
Rights sold to: MEXICO & FRANCE

 Ethic & civil education
 Sexual education
 Traditions and cultures

 Environmental education
 Solidarity, tolerance
 Friendship, love

A book about the need to tell always the
truth, especially if friendship is in danger.

 Consumer education
 Family, elders respect
 Gender equality education

Available in

eBook

LA NUEVA VIDA DEL SEñOR RUTIN
Author: David Nel·lo
Illustrator: Laura Pérez
168 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1243-9


MUSGO
Author: David Cirici
Illustrator: Esther Burgueño
168 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0896-8


Mr. Rutin is a common man who, bored with
his happy life, decides to change it. But was it
really necessary? Can small changes lead to
such a difference as he is looking forward to?
Rights sold to: BRAZIL, MExICO & kOREA

A family home dog gets lost in war time and has to learn
how to survive while looking out for its family. The
happiness the dog remembers will guide his adventure
in a war-torn country.
Rights sold to: GERMANY, kOREA, GREECE,
hOLLAND, SLOVENIA, ChINA, TURkEY & ITALY

edebé children literature award winner

edebé children literature award winner

LA INMORTAL
Author: Ricard Ruiz
Illustrator: Maite Gurrutxaga
212 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-3273-4


EL APRENDIZ DE BRUJO Y LOS INVISIBLES
Author: Jordi Sierra i Fabra
Illustrator: Francisco Ruizge
224 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1776-2


The chess games Judith played against an old
and strange Iranian master, Mr. Aliyat will change
her life, but when the man is arrested under
suspicion of fundamentalist terrorism, Judith’s
chess game will have to change its rules.
Rights sold to: TURkEY & ITALY

An original story about a gang joined together against
the villain, whose members are orphans and they form
an authentic family. They are the characters of this
tender, exciting and macabre adventure. The strength of
friendship will be able to make possible the impossible.

edebé children literature award winner

Available in

eBook

edebé children literature award winner

TRUhANES
Author: Francisco Díaz Valladares
Illustrator: Ada Sinache
167 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-3121-8

Alba lives in a gloomy orphanage managed by
a greedy rich woman who abuses and punishes
the children constantly. Alba tries to survive as
best as she can until the day Pepón enters her
life. The boy who lives in the streets becomes
her guardian and ally from that moment.

LA ABUELA VA A LA ESCUELA
Author: Gabriel Garciá de oro
Illustrator: Laura Pérez Granel
206 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-3120-1

Our friend’s school is going to close because
the Town Hall wants to build a luxury hotel in
its place. Overcoming fears and thanks to team
working and unconditional friendship, the urban
plan might not take place. Things will not be
easy, but big challenges never are.
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+10 years

Red Tucan
Size: 13 x 19,5 cm • Paperback

Books by contemporary authors. Upper intermediate level (6th).

AYDIN
Author: Jordi Sierra i Fabra
Illustrator: Teo Puebla Morón
144 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7716-0


EL CAMINO DEL fARO
Author: Miquel Rayó
Illustrator: Mercè Arànega
120 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8771-8


In 1992, a little beluga whale accidentally escapes
from a laboratory in Ukraine and arrives at a
Turkish village where it is adopted by fishermen.
Rights sold to: BRAZIL, ECUADOR, USA (Spanish),
ChINA & kOREA

Miquelet remembers his experiences in a village
during the war, when he was a curious child who
understood the hate that surrounded him.
Rights sold to: fRANCE, MExICO, kOREA,
ECUADOR & VENEZUELA

edebé children literature award winner

edebé children literature award winner

EL ENIGMA GUGGENhEIM
«M» of Mistery
Author: Luisa Villar Liébana
Illustrator: Mariano Gabriel Epelbaum
256 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8687-2

When their parents, owners of an art gallery,
were killed, Gabri and his younger hi-tech
brother became private detectives who solve
art robberies.
Rights sold to: MExICO, TURkEY, ChINA
& ECUADOR
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 Health education
 Education for peace
 Road-safety education

M of
mystery

LA ESTELA DE LA BRUJA
«M» of Mistery
Author: Luisa Villar Liébana
Illustrator: Mariano Gabriel Epelbaum
368 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0853-1


LA CABEZA DE GOYA
«M» of Mistery
Author: Luisa Villar Liébana
Illustrator: Mariano Gabriel Epelbaum
240 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8688-9


A gothic statuette, the crowned Virgin, that
apparently has already caused several deaths,
has disappeared and moreover, has also killed
Gabri’s client.
Rights sold to: TURkEY & ChINA

Goya’s Head, the skull of the world-wide
famous painter, had been removed from the
rest of his buried body, according to what
their mysterious client claims.
Rights sold to: MExICO, TURkEY, ChINA & ECUADOR

 Ethic & civil education
 Sexual education
 Traditions and cultures

 Environmental education
 Solidarity, tolerance
 Friendship, love

 Consumer education
 Family, elders respect
 Gender equality education

EL gas del olvido
Authors: José Antonio Videgaín & Fernando Lalana
Illustrator: Horacio Elena
320 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9595-9


el vecino prohibido
Author: Xavier Bertran
Illustrator: Ana G. Lartitegui
208 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7717-7


Is there any chance that in that lost boring little
village a hidden missile base could exist? Could
it be that my grandfather is a spy agent? A funny
comical adventure.
Rights sold to: MEXICO & ECUADOR

The social rejection of a poor boy born with
a malformation that makes him look like a
monster, is the mystery that surrounds the
neighbour’s house of Ira.
Rights sold to: BRAZIL

El sombrero de las ideas descabelladas
Author: José A. Francés
Illustrator: Manuel Domínguez Guerra
336 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0728-2


isha, nacida del corazón
Author: Fina Casalderrey
Illustrator: Manuel Uhía
152 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7862-4


A bunch of hats fly away! A girl is put in charge
of recovering them, but it’s not an easy task.
Much danger is involved because each one
represents something: vanity, invisibility,
darkness, luxury, greed, meanness… and she has
a limited time to do so.

Isha didn’t come out of her mother’s belly: she
came out of her heart. Isha knows that her parents
love her, but she has difficulty coping with with
her friends because she has been adopted.
Rights sold to: MEXICO & ECUADOR

Intriga en el castillo de Burton
Author: Natalia Demidoff
Illustrator: Bié
212 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1222-4

Igni’s peculiar family recently moved to a new
house that belongs to a Vamp. Luckily, he is not
eating human blood anymore but spinach and
lentils. Quite unusual, isn’t it?
Rights sold to: MEXICO

EL DENTISTA DE drácula
Author: Félix Jiménez Moreno
Illustrator: Óscar Herrero Galán
192 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1600-0


Available in

eBook

Victor is a dentist who has not received many
clients lately so he decides to put an ad in a
newspaper: “The best dentist of the world”.
Next day Fabrizio, Count Dracula’s butler, arrives
to his clinic with an urgent request.
Rights sold to: MEXICO

El cuñado de Nosferatu
Author & Illustrator: Miguel Ángel Monleón
328 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0412-0

From his balcony, he saw two strangers moving
a coffin into the neighbourhood’s abandoned
mansion. Hilarious and crazy vamps adventure.
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korazón de pararrayos
Author: Andreu Sotorra
Illustrator: Nuria Giralt
112 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7562-3


la edad del loro
Author: Gisela Pou
Illustrator: Francisco Ruizge
208 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0838-8


“When I was eleven years old my older
brother was a squatter”. A novel about sibling
relationships and social conscience.
Rights sold to: VENEZUELA

Rita is really annoyed because since her
brother appeared in that TV sitcom, he does
not care about her and moreover, thousands of
teenage fans follow him everywhere. Where is
that good old brother she used to have?
Rights sold to: MEXICO

edebé children literature award winner

los espíritus blancos
Author: Jaume Miquel Peidró
Illustrator: Núria Giralt
264 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7419-0


LA SOCIEDAD SECRETA
DE LAS HERMANAS MATANZA
Author: Laura Ávila
Illustrator: Leicia Gotlibowski
240 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1549-2

Marcelino’s dad travels from Argentina to study
Music in Europe, so has to leave his son behind
with a good friend of his. The boy will have to get
used to a new life style, a whole different world of
music, and will discover his real origin. An amazing
touching story for a great range of readers.
Rights sold to: ARGENTINA
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 Health education
 Education for peace
 Road-safety education

 Ethic & civil education
 Sexual education
 Traditions and cultures

 Environmental education
 Solidarity, tolerance
 Friendship, love

A black bird attacks two school girls on the
ski trail and the strange mark that it leaves on
each of their throats leads them to a dangerous
adventure to solve a mystery from the past.
Rights sold to: ECUADOR

 Consumer education
 Family, elders respect
 Gender equality education

Available in

eBook

PARQUE MUERTE
Author: Fernando Lalana
Illustrator: Roger Olmos
184 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1295-8


¿quién teme a pati perfecta?

Death fascinates people. This is the reason why
an armament multinational created Death Park,
a theme amusement park dedicated to death.
The aim was to improve their social image.
Everything seemed perfect until…

“When our new neighbor moved in it was one of
those “bluff days” because that was when the
unbearable Patty Perfect came wreck in my life
with her perfection.”
Rights sold to: MEXICO & ECUADOR

Author: Anna Cabeza
Illustrator: Sergio García
160 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7417-6


edebé children literature award winner

Available in

eBook

¿quieres ser el novio de mi hermana?
Author: Maite Carranza
Illustrator: Jordi Sempere
144 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8270-6


un caracol para emma
Author: Albert Roca Orta
Illustrator: Gemma Sales
128 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8724-4


Someone told Sonia that her older sister
would stop harassing her when she found a
boyfriend. So she decides to look out for one.
But maybe not the best way. Hilarious story
about sisters’ relationship and coming to age.
Rights sold to: MEXICO, KOREA, CHINA
& ECUADOR

A war always carries a loss. For Marcel, it meant
his house, his youth countryside, his first love
and specially his innocence. But love is always
a hope. A touching story about how a boy
overcame war.

edebé children literature award winner

edebé children literature award winner
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edebé Award for Children’s
& Young Adult literature

La InmortaL
The Immortal
Author: Ricard Ruiz Garzón
Illustrator: Maite Gurrutxaga
Series: Tucán Verde
13 × 19,5 cm • 212 pages
Paperback • PVP: 8,61 / 8,95 €
ISBn: 978-84-683-3273-4

Judith is 12 years old and has a gift, drawing. She lives with her mother and her grandfather in Geneva. Her
father, a famous painter, left for Hungary when she was little.
Judith was drawing in a park as she was going to participate in a drawing contest when, suddenly, she’s
introduced to the game of chess, a game which she eventually becomes very fond of. She goes on to play
many games but one of them will change her life, a game against an old and strange Iranian master, Mr. Aliyat,
who communicates through enigmatic notes. When Mr. Aliyat is arrested under suspicion of fundamentalist
terrorism, Judith’s chess game will have to change its rules.

r and literary journalist. He
Ricard Ruiz Garzón (Barcelona, 1973) is a write
El Dia de COM Ràdio. He
has worked in El Periódico, Qué Leer, Time Out,
elonès. He won the Premio
is a teacher of Writing courses at Ateneu Barc
io Ramon Muntaner.
Miradas de la Fundación Manantial and the Prem
Maite Gurrutxaga has studied Fine Arts in Bilbao and Barcelona. She
illustrates books since 2008. She has won the Premio Euskadi for the
illustrations of a Literary work and Premio Lazarillo.

«–Judith Polgár –read her grandfather–is a Hungarian chess grandmaster, maybe the strongest female chess
player of all time. She achieved the title of Great International master. She is Olympic champion and the only woman
who has achieved being among the 10 best players in the world. Her playing style is aggressive and creative; she never
gives up on a game. Thanks to that, she has managed to reverse many complicated situations.
Judith moved the cursor with the mouse and looked for more pictures. In many of them, Polgár appeared smiling,
behind the board, with her trophies. There were a series in which she appeared behind the Russian champion Kasparov,
she was the first women to defeat him, and many others in which she appeared with her sisters, Susan and Sophie,
famous chess players too.
–Therefore, there is a world chess champion woman?
The grandfather pointed at his granddaughter with the little finger, copying Mr. Aliayt in the park.
- And her name is Judith, like you!«

other things you might like to know:
• A tale which draws on themes of paternity, family, friendship, tolerance, the obsession with
winning, gender equality and immigration.
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Rights sold to: TURKEY & ITALY

edebé Award for Children’s
& Young Adult literature

tras La sombra deL brujo
Behind the Witch Doctor’s Shadow
Author: Francisco Díaz Valladares
Series: Periscopio
13 × 20,5 cm • 240 pages
Paperback with flaps • PVP: 9,57 / 9,95 €
ISBn: 978-84-683-3274-1

Today, in the 21st century, the beauty of Africa and its traditions coexist with the lack of scruples. In the
midst of this turmoil, two young people will have to find their way. Julen lives in the USA but spends his
holidays in Africa where he was raised and where his grandpa still lives. This year things have changed: his
childhood friend has become a beautiful Masai and his grandpa is accused by the tribe’s witch doctor of being
responsible for an old lion’s attacks on his people. When his Masai friend is kidnapped Julen, his grandpa and
the girl’s Masai father will have to embark upon a dangerous adventure to rescue her and find out who and
why is behind the witch doctor’s accusations.

lives in Cádiz. Author of other edebé titles
Francisco Díaz Valladares is from Sevilla but
Blue Shadow or La hija del Tuareg. He has
such as; El secreto de Pulau Karang, El vuelo del
on the CCEI honor list and was also a
won the CCEI award, Alandar award; he was
finalist for the Premio Jaén de novelas.

«Pablo followed with his gaze the direction indicated by his grandson.
He did not notice anything.
“Under the tree” Kanja said.
Then he saw it, absolutely still, crouching by the trunk of the tree. The reddish mane, barely visible, was disguised
by the color of the foliage. Nevertheless, the criminal eyes, the yellowish bright color as two stars in the night. The
three men remained static, attracted by the seduction of the look that kept them trapped. The grandfather reacted
and moved up his rifle to his face. Through the telescopic sight he looked at the lion’s eyes. The lion stared him as if it
knew he was going to shoot him.
The feline stood up and roared.
Pablo took a deep breath and kept the air on the lungs to avoid the breathing movements altering the
shooting objective.
The beast focused its attention to the hunter again.»

other things you might like to know:
• A fiction in the line of his previous success, La hija del Turareg, which has already sold 15,000 copies.
• A critique of a lack of ethics in capitalism, the necessary fight against corruption, and a defense
of culture’s diversity and respect for differences. A picture of Africa’s beautiful landscapes.
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Erik Vogler

Author: Beatriz Osés • Cover illustrator: Iban Barrenetxea • Size: 14 x 21 cm • Paperback

erik Vogler is a young freak obsessed with tidiness and order. An eccentric boy with
thin nerves who will prove not be brave at all.

Available in

Available in

Available in

eBook

eBook

eBook

4. La chIca equIVocada
176 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-2545-3

5. sIn corazón
200 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-3172-0

6. eL secreto de aLbert zImmer
208 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-3495-0

Probably the most astonishing young crime novels saga seen in years.
A twist to the paranormal literature mixed with crime fiction.

Available in

eBook

1. Los crímenes
deL rey bLanco
144 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1284-2

Available in

Available in

eBook

eBook

2. muerte
en eL baLnearIo
160 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1285-9

Rights sold to: TURKEY, FRANCE & MEXICO
check the book traILer
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YoungAdult

White tiger

Author: Carlos Salem • Size: 13 x 20,5 cm • Flexible cover

Nahuel’s father happens to be, in fact, the famous White Tiger, the
thief of ancient art objects most wanted by the International justice!

Available in

Available in

eBook

1. eL hIjo deL
tIgre bLanco
168 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0870-8

Available in

eBook

2. La maLdIcIÓn
deL tIgre bLanco
168 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0876-0

Available in

eBook

eBook

3. eL dILema
deL tIgre bLanco
240 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1247-7

4. eL tesoro
deL tIgre bLanco
224 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1272-9

Rights sold to: Actes du Sud Francia

Alexandra y las siete pruebas

Authors: Roberto Santiago & Ángela Armero • Size: 14 x 21 cm • 240 pages • Paperback • ISBN: 978-84-683-0606-3

the videogame is you

“I am alexandra, I am eleven
years old and I’m going to spend a
week in my school. There will only
be boys and girls of my age. no
parents, no teachers. just us and
the game.”

Available in

eBook
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Terror in the net

Authors: Antonio Lozano & Álvaro Colomer • Size: 14 x 21 cm • Paperback

social networks are not always an easy-going and secure virtual community of friends.
They also hold dangers and perhaps even death.

check the book traILer

Rights sold to:
TURKEY
Available in

eBook

Available in

eBook

Available in

eBook

1. eL chIco que VIVía encerrado en una habItacIÓn
208 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0716-9
2. La mujer con eL corazÓn
LLeno de tormentas
192 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0821-0

the shadow wants to be your friend in Facebook.
Are you going to accept his friendship?

3. Los hombres que querían
apagar La Luz deL mundo
240 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0881-4

Zoila Trilogy

Author: Chiki Fabregat • Size: 15 x 22,5 cm • Paperback with flaps

Long ago humans and elves used to coexist, but the selfishness of men forced elves to
hide in the woods. The legend said that one day an incredibly exceptional being, nor
human or elf, will join both people. are you ready for it?
Rights sold to:
MEXICO
Available in

eBook

Available in

eBook

Available in

eBook

1.me LL
LLamo zoILa
176 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-2498-2
2. La Leyenda
L
deL VíncuLo
176 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1927-8
3. La cueVa de Fuego
192 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-3125-6

Zoila is a teenager half human, half elf. She only wants to keep attending her High
school, worry about the exams and lie to her grandmother to go out with a boy and
be able to return home a little bit later… Though wishing it seems not to be enough.
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YoungAdult

Electro

Authors: Javier Ruescas & Manu Carbajo • Size: 14 x 21 cm • Paperback with flaps

A fascinating saga that will stop the beats of your heart.

Available in

Available in

eBook

eBook

1. eLectro
320 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1629-1

2. aura
320 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1630-7

Available in

eBook

3. nÉmesIs
312 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1631-4

more than 30,000 copies sold!
The countdown has started. For some people, the war will be the end.
For other ones, it will be the begInnIng...

Almost Blue

Author: Alicia Roca • Size: 14 x 21 cm • 336 pages • Paperback with flaps • ISBN: 978-84-683-2477-7

“I always thought pain was something
impersonal and neutral. I never thought pain
could have so many faces,, and even less that
you could be one of them. But you, you were
draining out in my dreams like sand through
my fingers, disappearing, time after time, a
little bit more. Every second, you were less.
I had a little less of you. As the dying, who
bleeds slowly, you were leaking out of my
.”
body and I had no way to keep you with me.”
a passionate young-adult romance.
a love story placed at the border of existence
a chilling an stunning adventure of a regular girl.
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Available in

eBook

check the book traILer

The war of the witches
Author: Maite Carranza • Size: 13 x 20,5 cm • Paperback

A story of witches, nowadays women who keep secrets and share their ancestral magic.

A mediterranean witches’ story that has
charmed readers from all over the world.

1. eL cLan de La Loba
376 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8456-4
La guerra de Las brujas
(edIcIÓn compLeta)
Size: 19,5 x 12,5 cm
1024 pages • Paperback
ISBN: 978-84-236-9983-4

2. eL desIerto de hIeLo
392 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9342-9
3. La maLdIcIÓn de odI
488 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9418-1

Available in

eBook

Available in

eBook

Available in

eBook

www.laguerradelasbrujas.com
Rights sold to 27 countries: SPAIN (CATALAN, GALICIAN, SPANISH),
GERMANY, KOREA, ITALY, USA, UK, FRANCE, BRAZIL, MEXICO, ARGENTINA,
CHILE, HUNGARY, ROMANIA, BULGARIA, THE NETHERLANDS, POLAND, FINLAND,
ESTONIA, RUSSIA, LITHUANIA, DENMARK, PORTUGAL, SWEDEN, CZECH REPUBLIC,
TURKEY, ARMENIA and CHINA.
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YoungAdult

Periscopio

Size: 13 x 20,5 cm • Paperback

The best YA fiction by the nowadays top Spanish authors. Novels from any genre:
adventures, crime, horror, humor, realism, fantasy, Science-fiction, romanticism or
historical are all in our list. Check the awards! We’ve got three Spanish National YA
literature awards!

adventures

adventures

El vuelo del Blue Shadow
Author: Francisco Díaz Valladares
184 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0952-1
Available in

eBook

They were taking part in the biplane race across the
country as every year. What the family ignores is
that the plane is also carrying a hidden dangerous
freight. Something for which many people would be
willing to kill. Thrilling adventures.

La tumba de Aurora K.
Author: Pedro Riera
242 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1250-7
Available in

eBook

A story about identity. Who are we really?
Where do we come from? Were we born or
has life made us? Blood, genetics, countries,
cultures, religions…love and hate, wars and
internal fights. A book about understanding
our family roots.
Rights sold to: MEXICO

edebé young-adult literature award winner

la tripulación del pánico
Author: Pau Joan Hernández
224 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7517-3

el otro techo del mundo
Author: Fernanda Krahn Uribe
136 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7526-5

They didn’t know it, but they were the
progenies of the most famous pirates. A
journey through the history of piracy as well
as the ins and outs of modern computer piracy

An epistolary adventure about a trip a boy
undertook to Bolivia to meet his father, which
would lead to the discovery of other cultures
and the worst side of drugs trafficking as
social scourge.
Rights sold to: ECUADOR

surfing the Internet.

edebé young-adult literature award winner

alejandra
Author: Lola Gándara
168 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7655-2
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Alejandra mysteriously disappears after a rock
concert and never goes back to school. When
their classmates start to investigate, they discover
a past tragedy that has surfaced once again.
Rights sold to: MEXICO & ECUADOR

el cementerio de los ingleses
Author: José M.a Mendiola
104 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7661-3
Available in

eBook

Nobody ever takes flowers to the English
cemetery in San Sebastian (Spain). But one
afternoon a girl is seen crying over a grave.
A familiar legend mystery and the story of a
crime which took place nearly a hundred and
fifty years ago have modelled her life.

la voz de madrugada
Author: Joan Manuel Gisbert
240 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7672-9
Who’s the woman who whispers on the radio?
Who says things that no one has ever said
before? No one knows her, the programme is
recorded in absolute secrecy and the woman’s
identity remains unknown. People’s obsession
with her begins to grow.

la puerta de agartha
Author: César Mallorquí
296 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7521-0
The same heroes of the Second World War reappear
almost 60 years later to live, together with some
young people of today, an incredible adventure
much more horrifying, but at the same time, with a
ray of hope.

Available in

eBook

Rights sold to: MEXICO & VENEZUELA
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LA PIEDRA INCA
Author: César Mallorquí
424 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9241-5

White
Ravens

Available in

eBook

la cruz de el dorado
Author: César Mallorquí
208 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8005-4
My name is James and I have worked as a
waiter in a brothel, a croupier of a ball roulette,
a card sharp, a treasure hunter, a pilferer, a
smuggler, a tribal headman, an owner of a
casino and even a cinema actor. I am in fact,
not a good example to follow.
Rights sold to: GERMANY

Spin off of La cruz del Dorado. Life was peaceful
for Jaime, until one hectic day when an enigmatic
Inca relic appears and all seems to bust. As
of that moment, a murder, fires, attacks and
persecutions develop, so once again, Jaime is
caught up in a big mess.

Available in

eBook
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EL SECRETO DE PULAU KARANG
Author: Francisco Díaz Valladares
192 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9404-4
Tina and her family were sailing across the Sea
of China when the pleasure trip turns into a
nightmare. Modern pirates attack the ship and
the whole family is taken as prisoners to a lost
island that has its fair share of secrets …

TRAS LA SOMBRA DEL BRUJO
Author: Francisco Díaz Valladares
240 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-3274-1
Available in

eBook

Today, in the 21st century, the beauty of
Africa and its traditions coexist with the lack
of scruples. In the midst of this turmoil, two

LA LLUVIA ETERNA
Author: Jordi Sierra i Fabra
372 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-2475-3

teenagers will have to find their way.

There was an immemorial time when the volcano was
active. A time, back to the beginning of everything. Then
Gods turned the volcano off to give their land and life to
humans. The eight tribes had always lived there, in long
periods of peace and in times of cruel war. Now they were
very out-of-the-way ones from others. Until five young
ones cross the natural borders that separate them...

edebé young-adult literature award winner

LA PLAYA DE LOS CRISTALES
Author: Pedro Ramos
304 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-3380-9

Los días del Toyota
Author: Sara Sánchez Buendía
176 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-2476-0
When his grandma closed herself in the family
car, claiming her right to go to live in a residence,
everything in Abel’s life moves.
Realist novel full of humor. A brilliant debut in our
catalogue of a promising author.
Rights sold to: MEXICO

Available in

eBook

Johanna, sixteen years old, runs away from the
Summer Camp to look after her eleven-year-old
brother. She will discover that friendship is the
best help to overcome problems; even if they
seem too serious or hide a deep secret.
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Al sur de Ninguna Parte
Author: Jordi Sierra i Fabra
224 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0949-1
Available in

eBook

Fabio lives in a lost village upriver which nobody
cares about, and where nothing ever happens.
But everything changes the day a police
detective arrives to investigate a crime. Since
then nothing will be the same for the village
people, especially for Fabio, the young boy who
becomes the inspector’s guide.
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Available in

eBook

LA PRISIONERA
Author: Manuel L. Alonso
152 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0834-0
A 15-year-old girl who is bullied at school,
runs away from home because she doesn’t
feel looked after. She is run over in the road
and wakes up in an unknown place with an
aged woman, who will keep her prisoner, for
reasons which only her know.

Último deseo
Authors: Fernando Lalana y José Videgaín
350 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0832-6

el caso del crimen de la ópera
Author: Elia Barceló
240 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7659-0

Will Teresa & Carlos be able to find the wish-lamp
and complete the rare objects’ museum their
parents started? Will they be strong enough to
face his father’s and uncle’s fight for it as well as
for the love of their mother?

An opera singer is killed the same day he
is going to perform his first premier, “The
magic flute”, in Austria. Three girls find him
with a strange look on his face and holding a
chocolate paper wrap.
Rights sold to: MEXICO

el caso del artista cruel
Author: Elia Barceló
216 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7660-6

HUIDA AL SUR
Author: Juan Madrid
176 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9067-1

Three friends become involved in a murder
case while working in an art essay about an
outlandish alcoholic painter whose topics and
materials are macabre. Along with the police,
they untangle a crime where passions and
ambitions mix up.

There’s a small tomb covered in flowers in the
garden at the Riverside Palace hotel. If you
ask the staff, anyone can tell you the amazing
story that happened not so long ago, the story
of a young hotel worker accused of robbery.

Rights sold to: MEXICO

edebé young-adult literature award winner
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la soga del muerto
Author: Blanca Álvarez
192 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7671-2

el escritor asesino
Author: Blanca Álvarez
144 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7663-7

Carola lives in her own world without affection
to avoid disappointments. However, a brutal
accident, her brother’s murder, leads her to take
a different view on life and drives her to a nonstop adventure full of dangers.

My father is a bestselling fashionable crime
fiction writer. Women seem to be crazy
about him. But problems started when
police found him unconscious near the dead
body of a woman with whom he had a love
relationship.

muerte a seIs VeIntIcInco
Author: Jordi Cervera
280 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9573-7

huye sIn mIrar atrás
Author: Luis Leante
224 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1771-7

The brutal murder of the wife and son of an ex
NBA famous basketball player shakes the life of
a quiet European town. Yet, a police inspector
will face a highly detailed plot that took years
to plan in search of a bitter revenge of youth.

Henry’s father died in an accident disappearing from his life and from his memory too.
Since then, he has been hanging around in his
own desperate rage. Until five years after, a
mysterious man enters his house and his life.

rights sold to: meXIco & brazIL

Is Hector who he says he is?

edebé young-adult literature award winner
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tester (probador)
Author: Jordi Sierra i Fabra
224 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9605-5
Available in

eBook

eL ÚLtImo trabajo deL señor Luna
Author: César Mallorquí
248 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7679-8
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Hardy, one of the best videogames testers
and Lennon’s best friend, died in a strange
motorbike accident. Lennon and Laura, Hardy’s
sister, will be involved in a wild and dangerous
investigation related to virtual games.

A Young woman, on the run from her cocaine
boss, finds a job as a household keeper within
Pablo’s family, a boy who is highly gifted but
emotionally immature. But she will soon be
tracked down by the hired murder Mr. Luna.

Available in

eBook

rights sold to: germany
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kamaL y Los aLFabetIstas
Author: Àngel Burgas
252 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1593-5

Available in

eBook
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nIkI zas y eL retrete nucLear
Author: Gervasio Posadas
168 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0831-9

Kamal will tell us the incredible adventure he
lived when everything around him went topsyturvy. Saddled with the huge responsibility
of having to save the world, he will be helped
by the outmost incredible characters: squats,
punks, freaks, Bollywood dancers, angels, enlightened, obsessed… A hilarious novel.

Although Niki and his cousin are classmates, they
hate each other. Trying to revenge his cousin’s last
mischief, Niki and his friends, a gang of outcast,
block the toilets pipes of the school and discover
a teleportation machine!!
rights sold to: germany

Ideas de bombero
Author: Andreu Martín
184 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7519-7

un Verano sIn Francesas
Author: Pasqual Alapont
112 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8006-1

Carmen and Guillermo, two teenagers who share
their passion for jokes and something else, tell
us the incredible adventure they went through
when Guillermo’s house was assaulted by Mr.
Crazy Ideas and his friends.

A teenager expects the worst summer of his life when
his parents decide to spend Summer holidays at a
decadent spa while his friends are at the beach chatting
with a bunch of beautiful foreign girls. However, it turns
out to be the most intense summer ever.
rights sold to: meXIco
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mImí aL VoLante
Author: Milio Rodríguez Cueto
256 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9141-8
Mimi’s mother is a successful TV magazine
host. She is famous and pretty but has no
trouble if the aim is to raise audiences. Mimi
thinks there is no one compared to her. Until
the day her mother is allegedly kidnapped and

capItán nadIe
Author: José M.a Carrasco
200 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9139-5
Available in

eBook

a reality show starts.
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eL regreso deL capItán nadIe
Author: José M.a Carrasco
248 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8692-6
Captain Nobody discovers a gang of criminals
who steal big motorbikes to run illegal races.
He manages to get involved in it and again with
his superhero dress, luck and good heart he will
be able to solve the situation.

eL destIno deL capItán nadIe
Author: José Ma Carrasco
152 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1178-4
Available in

eBook

tres deseos
Author: Andreu Martín
228 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-2494-4

Available in

eBook
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Starting from the well-known myth of a genius
who grants three wishes, this story unfolds the
comic and ethical conflicts a sixteen-year-old boy
has to face up with when he is suddenly hit by
health, money and love.

A young boy who works as an entertainer at
children’s parties disguised as a superhero,
happens to crash with a robber in the middle
of a persecution. It is summertime and not
many news around, so the event jumps to
local press headlines.

Captain Nobody comes upon a case of
real-estate harassment. With the help of
his group of friends, a fan club of American
superhero’s comics, and the curiosity of her
journalist girlfriend, he will catch the gangsters
and a bunch of corrupted politicians.

hermanas, perros, FrIkIs y
otros especímenes
Author: Maite Carranza
312 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-3485-1
Available in

eBook

Humour, intrigue and love in this frenetic
sitcom full of misunderstandings in which
nobody seems who they are. The blonde and
perfect Angelica is impersonated by her sister, a
specialist in troubles and disasters.

HORROR
NOVELS

HORROR NOVELS
Las Fronteras deL mIedo
Author: Agustín Fernández Paz
336 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0420-5

un sudarIo de hIedra
Author: José M.a Latorre
224 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7897-6
The Cavendham family returns home after four
months in Egypt searching for Queen Hotepheres’s
tomb. But all of a sudden, some family members
start dying, one by one, after which their bodies
disappear from the family crypt.

Available in

eBook

Horror stories help humans deal with the atavistic
fears that civilization tries to obscure with reason
science and social control. But all of us know,
even if we try to shut our eyes to them or deny
them, that they exist.

ror
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Available in

eBook

eL tempLo enterrado
Author: José Ma Latorre
224 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0805-0

La casa deL acantILado
Author: Miren Agur Meabe
136 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7670-5

A frightening murder has shacken a village near
Nottingham. The body appeared without blood,
his face torn. Police found on the bloodied
clothes an ID card that identified him as a
professional fortune teller.

Joanna went back to her home town after some
years. She is on the cliff carrying a notebook with all
her story. Then she was 16. Now darkness has not
yet overcome her. A love story that will fight against
an ancient spell that is still looking for blood.
rights sold to: meXIco, euskera & ecuador

una casa con encanto
Author: Cristina Macià
192 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7518-0

eL dado de Fuego
Author: Milagros Oya
136 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8272-0

It is incredible how quick our mind can think.
I knew something was wrong at the Mansión
Julieta. I felt more terrified than ever before. I
knew there was a limit to fear, a sort of a deep and
strong one that could not become worse. Luckily.

As every year, six boys meet during the summer
solstice night to tell stories. At a table lit
by candlelight, a die sets the turn for each
boy to tell one terrifying story. Outdoors, a
huge thunderstorm will provide the perfect
atmosphere.

La casa deL mIedo
Author: Agustín Fernández Paz
146 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-2766-2
Available in

eBook

A famous writer receives an invitation to return
to the town where he was born and that he left
running away from a traumatic event. Coming
back to the village will make him experience the
entire incident again.
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LA MAGIA Y EL MILAGRO
Author: Andreu Martín
148 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1544-7
This work is an open door to believing in magic
and in miracles, undertaken by a saintly man, and
about the beauty of life. It is a path to wonder
and hope, to joy and happiness of the people who
lived in Barcelona at the end of the 19th century.

El comendador de las sombras
Author: Carlos Fortea
200 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0813-5
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Available in

NUANE
Author: Olga Latorre
176 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0713-8
Nuane is a young girl who doesn’t want to
grow up as a woman but as a warrior like her
brother or father. Her imagination gets lost in
the battles against Romans, which she actually
never experienced and which apparently are
now so far away. Until the Romans arrive again.
Rights sold to: MEXICO

eBook
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I was looking for documentation related to
my thesis about military orders. I had never
imagined that searching, as a History detective,
could take me to a distant medieval past and my
real contemporary world would change so much.

los dueños del paraíso
Author: Andreu Martín
256 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7330-8
Ariadna and Toni have decided to write a
novel about the conquest of the New World
by the Spanish Army. Their main character
will be Zenón, a young shepherd; the two
friends confront their History different
perceptions.

edebé young-adult literature award winner
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la oscura luz del tíber
Author: Lola Gándara
216 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7528-9
Set in the turbulent years of the Roman Empire
under the control of the Emperor Nerón, a
girl called Marcia will discover friendship,
generosity, the power of faith, and finally the
love of her life.
Rights sold to: VENEZUELA
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lA moneda perdida
Author: M. Carme Roca
200 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9602-4
Max, a young man, falls in love with Margaret,
cousin of Edward VI. Dressed up as a nobleman,
he attends Lady Jane’s wedding in order to see
her again. Unexpectedly an enigmatic woman
appears and casts a spell on the bride.

ns
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el sello de eolo
Author: Manuel Alfonseca
168 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9140-1
In the middle of the war between the Roman
Empire against the Parthian people, young
Flavius gets a place in the legion as a standard
bearer. His father wants him to move him away
from Christianity, the starting religion he has
converted to.
Rights sold to: VENEZUELA, MEXICO & ECUADOR
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EL ÚLTIMO TRUCO DE MAGIA
Author: Maribel Romero Soler
168 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1611-6
Available in

eBook
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A very self-confident girl is new to school. She is
quite a rebel, provocative, fierce and also really goodlooking. Moreover, she arrives followed by a tragedy
that makes her more mysterious, more attractive
and that makes everybody forgive her attitude: her
mother died in a car accident a month ago.
Rights sold to: MEXICO

Los días del tigre
Author: Blanca Álvarez
144 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1179-1

LA JOVEN DE LA MEDIANOCHE
Author: Gisela Pou
168 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1615-4

las lágrimas de shiva
Author: César Mallorquí
240 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7510-4
An old story keeps two families’ enmity for centuries.
Beatriz disappeared the night before her wedding,
apparently wearing with a precious jewel. Now,
the younger members of the families are in love, a
forbidden love, unless someone seeks for the truth.

eBook

Malas compañías
Author: Paloma Bordons
224 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1248-4

The renowned Great Prince Magic seems unable
to play proper tricks in front its audience, but
he still wants to prove himself powerful. His last
trick will be bringing a girl in a painting to life.
Three different age love stories interlinked with
light in paintings.

She doesn’t know when they stopped being
friends to become rivals in two sides: Patricia’s
side and the side of the so-called invisible girls.
They used to be a group of friends, boys and girls
who loved playing together, but not any longer.

Available in
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Gertrude Grass was one of Hitler’s food tasters during the II World War. Seventy years later, a teenager,
Sira Burg, travels to Berlin looking for Gertude to
give her a message from her grandmother. Sira’s life
will entirely change during this trip: understanding
life is in a way a bunch of questions without answer.
Rights sold to: ECUADOR

no es un crimen enamorarse
Author: José M.a Plaza
192 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7522-7
I am in love with a girl. And I don’t know her. Is
that so strange? Is it possible to happen at the
end of the 20th century between two common,
civilized, social human beings who see each
other every day in the classroom?
Rights sold to: VENEZUELA

eBook

Rights sold to: BRAZIL, KOREA, ITALY & FRANCE
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donde esté mi corazón
Author: Jordi Sierra i Fabra
212 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7657-6
Montse’s life has completely changed since she
was about to die. Doctors made her live but the
price was high: life is not the same since. And as
she tries to recover her smile, Sergio appears: he
represents hopefulness, maybe love.
Rights sold to: DENMARK, MEXICO & ECUADOR
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en septiembre llegó el desastre
Author: José M.a Plaza
168 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7667-5
Fran is shocked when after summer holidays, his
school friends seem to have changed; they are
suddenly interested in girls while he still prefers
to play football, so he is terrified by the thought
of becoming an outsider.
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laluna.com
Author: Care Santos
176 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7673-6
Dusk was just there, when a fishing ship found
a swollen bluish body in the sea. Who was the
dead girl and what had this macabre discovery
got to do with a girl whose nose is as big as
Cyrano de Bergerac’s?
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Rights sold to: LITUANIA

prohibido tener catorce años
Authors: R. Santiago & J. Olmo
176 pages.
ISBN: 978-84-236-7676-7
One day, Iván comes across his best friend’s
girlfriend kissing someone else. Then things get
worst and he also finds the girl of his dreams
kissing another guy. When you’re fourteen it
seems like girls only kiss other boys.
Rights sold to: CHILE & ECUADOR
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Author: Elia Barceló
352 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8718-3
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A few centuries ago, a love story shattered due to
misfortune and a terrible curse. Lovers are condemned
to find and lose each other because of jealousy
and hate. Until the day, perhaps in our time, when a
superior power succeeds in breaking the curse.

Available in

eBook

tres besos
Author: Blanca Álvarez
160 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9604-8
Abril is at the airport waiting for the sad
big-blue-eyed boy she met seven years ago.
Seven years without a single word from him.
She has continued with her life and is about
to end her degree in Medicine but has never
managed to forget him.

Rights sold to: BRAZIL & THE NETHERLANDS
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CALIFORNIA BARBIE
Author: Andreu Martín
160 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0714-5
A Spanish boy travels to California to find the girl
he met in a language school when they were just
kids. Now, they have both grown up and she has
become a very famous singer and an actress star.

EL CUADERNO DE AINTZANE
Author: Laida Martínez Navarro
120 pages
ISBN: 978-84-8378-293-4
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Aintzane is forced to move with her divorced
mum, her new widowed boyfriend, her sister
and his step baby brother from the city to small
unknown village in the mountains that happens
to be surrounded by deep mysterious and
dangerous holes in the earth.

CAMINOS DE LIBERTAD
Author: Maite Carranza
224 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-2516-3
Available in

eBook

A novel that combines, in a masterful way, a
romantic plot with a current totally youthful
and fresh intrigue about a research in family
roots. A research that, moreover, brings forth
recent memory to show how close we are to
any war refugees.

REALISM

Available in

eBook
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MENTIRa
Author: Care Santos
242 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1577-5

El caballero del océano Antártico
Author: Pasqual Alapont
128 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0817-3

Xenia has fallen in love with someone through
Internet but when she tries to find him, it
looks like as if he does not exist. Did he lie to
her? Could she be so stupid? A letter from a
detention centre will explain everything.
Rights sold to: MEXICO, BRAZIL, ECUADOR

An adventure that shows the fragility of human
being. Daniel, a thirteen-year old student losses
his sense of reality and, as a modern Don Quixote
decides that he has to imitate his heroes, fight
against injustice and save his kingdom.
Rights sold to: MEXICO & ECUADOR
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La hija del tuareg
Author: Francisco Díaz Valladares
168 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0160-0
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Told in first person by a young brave girl, this
book explains how hard it is being an immigrant:
crossing the desert or sea, dangers, mafia;
leaving behind roots, family, life and not because
you want but because you have no other choice.
Rights sold to: KOREA

Available in

eBook
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a través del cristal empañado
Author: Alfredo Gómez Cerdá
112 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7516-6


llenos de rabia
Author: Pasqual Alapont
176 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7478-7
A young boy and his mother suffer abuse by
his alcoholic father. The boy’s anger meets two
possible paths to deal with it: violence or love
and understanding. He will have to choose.
Rights sold to: MEXICO & ECUADOR
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el diccionario de carola
Author: Carmen Gómez Ojea
128 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7662-0
An unhappy girl buys a second-hand Latin
dictionary full of written notes. From that
moment she becomes obsessed with
finding out who the previous owner was. A
coming to age fiction about identity, family
relationships and vocation.

Time fades away our memories as if we looked at
them through a foggy glass. This tender, nostalgic
and humoristic book, talks about first times: first
kiss, first film, first flight… first everything.

edebé young-adult literature award winner
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¿y ahora qué?
Author: María M. Vassart
144 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7654-5
Based on a real case. Diary of a young girl who
after suffering home violence has to build her
strength to start again. A denounce on gender
violence, women defenselessness and its
consequences in children.
Rights sold to: VENEZUELA & ECUADOR
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eBook

donde el viento da la vuelta
Author: Jordi Sierra i Fabra
208 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7530-2
Nino is a boy who loves reading a magic book but
he is also made to carry a machine gun almost as
big as himself to fight for survival in the heart of
Guatemala. What Nino does is the cruelest thing
a human being can be made to do.
Rights sold to: MEXICO
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la oveja negra
Author: Pasqual Alapont
144 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7806-8

War

han quemado el mar
Author: Gabriel Janer Manila
88 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7668-2

NATIONAL
AWARD

Set in Iraq, this story about war brings forth
the magic world of one thousand and one
night tales against the cruelty of a war.
Rights sold to: MEXICO

A boy who has to go against his own rich
family and other people’s prejudices about
being too young to prove his value and be able
to study what he really likes. A book about
determination and perseverance.

edebé young-adult literature award winner
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El espíritu del último verano
Author: Susana Vallejo
152 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0163-1

edebé young-adult literature award winner
g

in
Awak

trece años de blanca
Author: Agustín Fernández Paz
136 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7678-1
At the age of 13, Blanca falls ill with hepatitis
and she is bed bound for two whole months.
To keep herself amused she begins a photo
album of forgotten images which enables her
to recall her entire life.
Rights sold to: VENEZUELA & EUSKERA

A mysterious dream takes Fran back to the Tree
House, the place where as a teenager he used
to spend the summer and which is now about
to be demolished. He will finally understand

Available in

eBook

where the treasure of the “queen” was hidden.

edebé young-adult literature award winner
llamando a las puertas del cielo
Author: Jordi Sierra i Fabra
288 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8072-6

edebé young-adult literature award winner
ly
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Against the advice of her boyfriend and her family, a
medicine student travels to India to work in a hospital
as volunteer. Facing both social realities, the young
woman soon becomes aware of the responsibility of
every human being in a growing world.

Available in

eBook

memorias de un gato tonto
Author: Luis Blanco Vila
144 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8273-7
A house cat tells us about his life within its
family formed by a couple and their five
children where an unfortunate accident of
one of the boys puts things upside-down.
Rights sold to: VENEZUELA

Rights sold to: BRAZIL, KOREA & MEXICO
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se ofrece chico
Author: Marisa López Soria
168 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8291-1
A boy wants to earn money by babysitting as his
best friend Pilar but he has two main problems:
he is young and he is a man!! Facing sexism from
a funny point of view.
Rights sold to: ECUADOR

ories
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en primaria todos éramos muy listos
Author: Enrique Gudín de la Lama
176 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8355-0
Being a teenager is not easy. In fact, it was
far easier when he was just a boy. Trying to
overcome those years makes teenagers trying
to justify themselves in funny ways, or just
pretending to disguise facts.
Rights sold to: ECUADOR
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Available in

eBook

eL cLub de Los InVIsIbLes
Author: Dolores Ferrer
160 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0418-2
John Nobody feels invisible. His parents don’t
see him, his teachers ignore him and even the
school bullies leave him alone. This summer, like
every year, his parents have sent him to camp.
But this year it’s different. There he’ll meet other
invisibles.

Las FabuLosas aVenturas
deL proFesor FurIa y mr. crIstaL
Author: César Mallorquí
272 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1953-7

Available in

eBook

A brilliant and shy boy tries to go unnoticed at
high-school. The arrival of a new professor wakes his
curiosity. However, a drama is going to unfold; a boy,
mistreated by his father, feels his world collapsing
and decides to finish with everything. These three
characters will meet in an incredible ending.

eL actor Lucas bILbo
Author: Àngel Burgas
176 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-3130-0

Available in

eBook

Ellen, a 13-year-old girl, has to spend part of her
summer break with her father. He lives aside from
civilization and she expects a boring disastrous holiday. Nevertheless, this summer will end up with
a definite turn of her personality and it will define
who she wants to be and what she will do in future.

tÚ estás Loco, papá
Author: Juan Madrid
160 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-2474-6
A Spanish boy travels to California to find the girl
he met in a language school when they were just
kids. Now, they have both grown up and she has
become a very famous singer and an actress star.
rights sold to: meXIco

Los gatos no comen con tenedor
Author: Alicia Roca
252 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-3165-2
Available in

eBook

Three adolescent strangers, each with their own
‘misfit’ difficulties met during holidays and
ended being involved in a dangerous adventure
to save a newborn child. It was an experience
that would go on to establish a deep friendship
among them all.
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La eLegIda de La dIosa
Author: Eva Balaguer-Cortés
144 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1220-0
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Before killing her husband, the Lord of the
region, and kidnapping her by the Lord’s
brother, Fatima managed to leave her
daughter to the creatures of the forest who
found someone to protect and bring her up.

Ratucape was born with a malformation. The
tribe shaman saved her life by claiming she is
“The Chosen One”. Nevertheless, her brother
hates her because he blames her for making
them orphans.
rights sold to: turkey

Available in

eBook
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georgos
Author: Carolina Lozano
180 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1239-2
The Beast went to drink to the shore. Animals ran
away and hid but it was an excellent hunter. In
the past medieval times, death and cattle raids
prove that the monster is back and a knight is
needed to defeat it.
rights sold to: meXIco

Available in

eBook

La joVen a La que amaban Las hadas
Author: Armando Boix
208 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0708-4
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tesa
Author: Pilar Molina Llorente
128 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0898-2
Tesa must spend a month at her grandma and
great-grandma big mysterious old flat. She is bored
until a red-eyed being’s strange appearance will
drive her to discover the mysterious office of his
great-grandfather where a hidden family secret will
take her, literally, to another dimension.
rights sold to: buLgarIa, meXIco & ecuador
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Laura contra eL tIempo
Author: Milio Rodríguez Cueto
160 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8195-2
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Madrid, September 1996. After lessons, Laura goes
out of her high school and intends to skate back
home, but just a few minutes later she finds herself
in Lugo... in 1979! What strange strength has made
her travel through time and space? And why?
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eL dIabLo en eL tÚneL
Author: Assumpta García Mas
224 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7649-1
Alex is fascinated by the work being done to
build a new subway station in his neighbourhood,
but the discovery of mysterious fossil remains at
the site marks the beginning of a series of events
that may threaten Alex and his family.

memorIa de dragÓn
Author: Javier Negrete
280 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7515-9
Marta’s fate was decided on a train from
Madrid to Tarpeya. She was aware of the fact
that that journey would be a turning point in
her life, but it was in the train where she saw,
for the first time, the Grey Man.
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Available in

eBook

eL maestro oscuro
Author: César Mallorquí
240 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7805-1
When I was told a body had been found in El
Pozo, I couldn’t even imagine it belonged to
someone I knew. But that was the beginning
of an incredible adventure I starred which
was my first step down to hell.
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La FraternIdad de eIhwaz
Author: César Mallorquí
328 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7164-9
A foreigner who has been living for a while in a
small village is found drowned near an island.
An extraordinary adventure involving a Roman
Legion and a neo-Nazi organization that wants to
recover the III Reich.

Available in

eBook
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2083
Author: Vicente Muñoz Puelles
128 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8855-5
It’s 2083. David, motherless, attends classes
by teleclass while his father works in a travel
agency which offers visiting the interior of books
by choosing the character to represent and being
able to change the plot.
rights sold to: brazIL, meXIco & ecuador

oceanum
Authors: Juan Miguel Aguilera & Rafael Marín
384 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0401-4
Javier, Nelli & Gabriel had only planned to sail a
boat but ended on a parallel reality inhabited by
incredible creatures. Once there, they met other
humans who, like them, were trapped in this
hostile world known as Oceanum.
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Available in
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sI no te Vas
Author: Pau Joan Hernández
248 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9970-4
My name’s Lorena. I was 16 but I’m not any more.
I’ve been dead for about a month and a half. The
most expert readers might think that I’m talking
it figuratively, using an exaggerated, morbid
metaphor, but I’m not into metaphors.

eL comando gorkI
Author: Fernando Lalana
256 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-2491-3
“The Incident” happened on September 25th 1923,
in Russian Western Siberia. An unproductive and
frozen ground was wholly scorched. Almost twenty
years later, the twenty boarders of Gorki, a school
gifted boys in the middle of the Siberian taiga,
discovered that they had been left completely
alone. No sign of janitor or the teachers…
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a thriller about invisible violence

Poisoned words is the story of an action-packed day
against the clock. It is told from the point of view of three
characters, all close to Barbara Molina, a girl who mysteriously
disappeared at the age of fifteen after a violent incident. An
enigma that neither her family has managed to solve in four
years. Now, a phone call reopens the case offering new keys
for interpretation. ‘Cause sometimes, the truth is hidden
in darkness and it is only lit up when a window is suddenly
opened. A story of lies, secrets, deceit and false appearances.

2011 “Serra D’Or”
critics award

Available in

eBook

some author’s word:
“Meanwhile I was writing the novel, I trembled, I was
scared and distressed, I felt disgust and rage, all the
feelings that I’ve tried to pass on with this book.”
“This is an issue that continues to be taboo in a hypocrite
society that tends to hide its rubbish under the carpet.
There are judges that accuse the victims of seducing the
offender and schools that tell the families to be quiet in
order to keep clean the name of the school.”
“To find the tone was rather difficult. I tried the novel
not to be crude but also to be able to explain clearly the
distress, fear and manipulation that the offender exerts
over the victim. I wanted that every youngster that could
identify him/herself with such situation could have the
courage to move forward.”
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Premio
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National
Award

paLabras enVenenadas
Author: Maite Carranza
Size 15 x 23
256 pages
Paperback with flaps
ISBN: 978-84-683-0317-8

2010 EDEBE
Award

FADA a la
cultura

“A shocking story without concessions, avoiding, lurid scenes.”
La Vanguardia, 28/01/2010
“A book written with rage heart but
keeping cool head.
El Mundo, 15/04/2010
Find an interview to the author about
this work in edebe youtube channel
(english subtitles available).

Rights sold to: THE NETHERLANDS, BRAZIL, KOREA, RUSSIA, ITALY, FRANCE, MEXICO,
ARGENTINA, HUNGARY, SLOVENIA, BULGARIA, LITHUANIA, CZECH REPUBLIC and GREECE.

an excellent tribute to jules Verne & the great adventure novels
ever from one of the best ya long seller author

2011 Edebe
Award

2012 Selected
for EL PAÍS best
Young-Adult
Novel

Available in

eBook

La IsLa de bowen
Author: César Mallorquí
Size 13 x 20,5
512 pages
Paperback s
ISBN: 978-84-683-1252-1

2013 CCEI
List of
honour
2013 Spanish
National
award

Everything begins in 1920 with the murder of an
English sailor, Jeremiah Perkins, in the small Norwegian
port of Havoysund – and the mysterious parcel that, just
before his death, Perkins sent to Lady Elisabeth Faraday.
Or perhaps the story starts earlier, with the discovery
of some mysterious relics in an ancient medieval crypt.
It’s the discovery of these relics by the bad tempered
professor Ulises Zarco that begins an unforgettable and
unpredictable voyage aboard the Saint Michel. Zarco
and his assistant, Adrián Cairo, have travelled the entire
world racing all sorts of dangers. Together with the
young photographer Samuel Durango and two English
ladies who’ve asked for help, no-one is prepared for the
terrible mystery brewing around Bowen Island at the
other side of the Artic Circle.

Rights sold to: BRAZIL, KOREA,
FRANCE & BULGARIA
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check the book traILer

written by the acclaimed film director and
scriptwriter roberto santiago and the several
times awarded advertising creative and
renowned ya writer santiago garcía-clairac.
son and father. as in the novel as in life.

Available in

eBook

bajo eL Fuego de Las baLas
pensarÉ en tI
Authors: Roberto Santiago
& Santiago García-Clairac
Size: 14 x 21 cm
320 pages
Paperback
ISBN: 978-84-683-1251-4

the story oF a FamILy dIVIded by a war:
“Everybody knew that the Sandiego family was split in two, one part in one side, the rest in the opposite side. Mother dead,
father fighting with republicans, sister also committed to republicans and her brother… her brother fighting along nationalists.
How could a son end on the opposite side?”
the story oF a young coupLe In LoVe:
The day the war started, Rodrigo met Sofia in Madrid; they fell madly in love for each other. Sofia’s family doesn’t trust Rodrigo,
they know about his republican roots, but she does, Sofia blindly trusts him. Nevertheless, fate holds a bitter destiny for them.
He must play the role of a traitor, desert and spy the republican force, spy on his father and spy on his sister.
a war: terrIbLe perFect scenery to put our FeeLIngs to the LImIt.
Face to face with horror and the non sense of a fratricide war. What began as a fight between enemies ended in a struggle for
survival of the loved ones, while everyone, without exception, will be touched by tragedy.
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Classics for students

Adapted by: Rosa Navarro Durán • Illustrator: Carlos Arbat • Size: 15 x 23 cm • Paperback

The classics are truly a treasure for us all and they are part of the cultural heritage. This
collection aims to make the text accessible to students of spanish upper Intermediate level.

cantar de mIo cId
208 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8528-8

noVeLas ejempLares
de mIgueL de cerVantes
384 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0311-6

LazarILLo de tormes
144 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9634-5

eL conde Lucanor
280 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8854-8

don quIjote de La mancha
384 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8683-4

La ceLestIna
304 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9087-9
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Classics

Size: 14 x 21 cm • Paperback

Full text. Annotated editions with notes
written by experts that include activities
to work on the text.
artículos
Author: Mariano J. de Larra
Edition, introduction & notes:
Lluís Agustí
520 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-6305-7
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cantar de mio cid
Edition, introduction & notes:
Alberto Montaner Frutos
272 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8222-5

don quijote de la mancha, I
Author: Miguel de Cervantes
Edition, introduction & notes:
Felipe B. Pedraza Jiménez &
Milagros Rodríguez Cáceres
712 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7029-1

don quijote de la mancha, II
Author: Miguel de Cervantes
Edition, introduction & notes:
Felipe B. Pedraza Jiménez &
Milagros Rodríguez Cáceres
776 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7034-5

el conde lucanor
Author: Don Juan Manuel
Edition, introduction & notes:
Rafael M. Mérida Jiménez
400 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-5542-7

el romancero
Edition, introduction & notes:
Gemma Gorga López
352 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-5548-9

el sí de las niñas
Author: L. Fernández de Moratín
Edition, introduction & notes:
José Francisco Ruiz Casanova
184 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-6747-5

fuente ovejuna
Author: Lope de Vega
Edition, introduction & notes:
Lola Josa
240 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-5535-9

la celestina
Author: Fernando de Rojas
Edition, introduction, notes
& activities: F. Bautista
352 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8373-4

la dama boba y el perro
del hortelano
Author: Lope de Vega
Edition, introduction, notes
& activities: Rosa Navarro Durán
280 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-0361-1

la vida del buscón
Author: Francisco de Quevedo
Edition, introduction, notes
& activities: Rosa Navarro Durán
280 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-9037-4

la vida es sueño
Author: P. Calderón de la Barca
Edition, introduction & notes:
Felipe B. Pedraza Jiménez
248 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-6307-1

lazarillo de tormes
Author: Anonymous
Edition, introduction & notes:
Eduardo Creus Visiers
176 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-6746-8

leyendas
Author: Gustavo A. Bécquer
Edition, introduction & notes:
Ana Rodríguez Fischer
272 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-5396-6

marianela
Author: Benito Pérez Galdós
Edition, introduction, notes
& activities: Santiago Fortuño Llorens
280 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7807-5

novelas ejemplares
Author: Miguel de Cervantes
Edition, introduction & notes:
Rosa Navarro Durán
192 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-5392-8

pepita jiménez
Author: Juan Varela
Edition, introduction & notes:
Marisa Sotelo Vázquez
304 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-5533-5

platero y yo
Author: Juan Ramón Jiménez
Edition, introduction, notes
& activities: Lola Josa
280 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-7997-3

poesía
Author: Garcilaso de la Vega
Edition, introduction & notes:
Valentín Núñez Ribera
304 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-6306-4

rimas
Author: Gustavo A. Bécquer
Edition, introduction, notes &
activities: L. Gómez Canseco
248 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-8656-8

selección de cuentos
del siglo xix
Edition, introduction & notes:
Marta Cristina Carbonell
480 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-6745-1
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Diferéncia(te)

Author: Global Shapers • Size: 13,7 x 21,5 cm • 180 pages • Paperback • ISBN: 978-84-683-1550-8

A coral motivating book written for and by young adults.
global shapers knew what they wanted from the very beginning: they
want a better world. What about you? Do you have a Global shaper
spirit? A book that would help, inspire and guide young people to
know what their passion is and how to choose their own future.

a guide to face
professional future
at the right moment:
now!

Available in

eBook
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ATLAS,
DICTIONARIES
& bibles

Atlas................................................................. 90
Dictionaries................................................. 90
Bibles.............................................................. 91

A_B

Atlas

Size: 24 x 32 cm • 144 pages • Hardcover • ISBN: 978-84-236-7173-1

Dictionaries
diccionario dE SEcUndaria
lEngUa ESpañola
Size: 15 x 23 cm
1.472 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1610-9
Flexible cover

90

diccionario dE primaria
dE lEngUa ESpañola
Size: 15,5 x 21,7cm
938 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-6807-6
Flexible cover

Rights sold to: CHINA, MEXICO & VENEZUELA

BIBLES

Author: Francesca Ferri • Illustrator: Francesca Ferri • Size: 25 x 25 cm • 8 pages. • Tela • ISBN: 978-84-683-1139-5

la biblia
Size: 14 x 20,5 cm
1.632 pages
ISBN: 978-84-683-1608-6
Flexible cover

la biblia
Mi Primera Comunión
Size: 15 x 19 cm
482 pages
ISBN: 978-84-236-6348-4
Hardcover with extra jacket
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